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In t.-v-.e treatment of thie subject we shall, in the first
place t consider the attitude of George Eliot toward the Christ-
ian Faith; for the rejection of the Christian Faith marks the
first important epoch in her ethical life.
Second
,
we shall attempt to trace the i fluencea of her
study of Feuerbach and Comte ape niyal life, and to dis-
tinguish some of their leading principles in tier wbrkfi.
It is not regarded as within the limits cf this thesis
to attempt a fall exposition cf the systems of philosophy held
by Feuerbach and Comte, from the fact that George Eliot did not
accept them in their entirety.
But it shall be the object of the writer to distin-
guish those leading principles in Feuerbach and Comte that
George Eliot did accept, and to trace out their effects apon her
ethical teachings.
Third, we shall seek to show some of her distinctive ethi-
cal teachings - to summarize the leading negations of her ethic a.,
and to point out their limitations, their bearings and their
tendencies, and actuated throughout, not by any militant spirit
of Modern Philistinism, bat by an earnest desire to arrive at
the truth.
I . The Rejection of the Chri stian Faith.
Robert and Christiana Evans, the parents of George Eliot,

were active and devoted members of the established church, and
they had certain relatives who were zealous Wesleyan Methodists
Religion was a frequently recurring topic of conversation in hei
childhood home
t
She was a regular attendant upon the church in which she
had been confirmed, a close listener to the sermons and an ear-
nest participant in the services.
At the age of twelve she was a teacher in a small Sunday
School held in a cottage near her father's home.
Up to the time of her removal to Coventry in 1841, she was
a most earnest and devoted believer in the Christian Faith. Th€
intense anxiety that she felt about her own spiritual condition
is shown in certain letters that were written prior to 1841.
In a letter written to Miss Lewis, Aug. IS, 1838, she says;
"I have highly enjoyed Hannah More's letters; the contemplation
of so blessed a character as hers is very salutary.
"That ye be not slothful, but followers of them who,
through faith and patience, inherit the promises", is a valuable
admonition, I was once told that thert) was nothing out of my-
self to prevent my becoming as eminently holy as St. Paul; and
though j think that is too sweeping an assertion, yet it is very
certain we are generally too low in our aims, more anxious for
safety than sanctity, for place than purity, forgetting that
each involves the other, and that, as Doddridge telle us, to rea
satidfied with any attainments in religion is a fearful proof

4that we are Ignorant of the very first principles of it.
that we could live only for eternity! that we could realize
its nearness!
I know you do not love quotations, so I will not give you
one; but if you do not distinctly remember i t. , do turn to the
passage in Young's "Infidel Reclaimed", beginning, "0 vain, vai:
vain all else eternity", and do love the lines for my sake".
( Life. Vol.1. P. 30.)
To her Aunt, Mrs. Samuel Evans, Feb.o, 1839., she says: "If vou
are able to fill a sheet, I am sure both uncle and you would
in doing so be complying with the precept, "Lift up the handfl
that hang down, and strengthen the feeble knees." I need not
tell you that this is a dry and thirsty land, and I shall be as
grateful to yo i for a draught from your fresh spring as the
traveler in the Eastern desert is to the unknown hand that digs
a well for him. "Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel",
seems to be my character, instead of that regular progress from
strength to strength that narks even in this world of mistakes,
the people that shall, in the heavenly Zion, stand before God.
1 shall rot only suffer, but be delighted to receive the word
of exhortation, and I beg you not to withoId it.
If T did not know how little you need human help, J should
regret that my ignorance and want of deep feeling in spiritual
things prevent me from suggesting profitable or refreshing
thouCh, s: but I dare say I took care to tell you that m desire

5for correspondence with you was quite one of self-interest".
( Life. Vol.1. P. 33.)
To the same in another letter she says, March 5, 1839:
•You were very kind to remember my wish to see "firs .Fletcher
1
s
Life": I only desire such a spiritual digestion as has enabled
you to derive so much benefit from its per .sal. I am truly glad
to hear that yoa are less embarrassed with respect to your
congregation, etc., than you were when we saw you.
I must protest against your making apologies fcr sn eaking
of yourself, for nothing that relates to you can be uninterest-
ing to me.
The unprofitableness you lament in yourself, during your
visit to us, had its true cause, not in your lukewarmness , but
in the little improvement I sought to derive from your society,
and in my lack of humility and Christian simplicity, that makes
me willing to obtain credit for n-reater knowledge and deeper
feeling than I really possess. Instead of putting my light
under a bushel, I am in danger of ostentatiously displaying a
false one.
You have much too high an opinion, my dear aunt, of my
spiritual condition, and of my personal and circumstantial ad-
vantages. My soul seems for weeks together completely benumbe^i,
and when I am aroused from this torpid state, the intervals of
activity are comparat ively short. I am ever finding excuses for
this in the deprivation of outward excitement and the small sco-

6I have for the application of my principles, instead of feelinr
self-abasement under the consciousness that I abase precious
hoars of retirement which would be eagerly employed in spiritual
excercises by many a devoted servant of God Who is struggling
with worldly cares and occupations.
T feel that my besetting sin is one of all others most de-
stroying, as it i the fruitful parent of them all - ambition, a
desire insatiable for the esteem of my fellc w-creat ures . This
seems the centre whence all my actions proceed. Eut you will
perhaps remember, my dear Aunt, that I do not attach much value
to a disclosure of religious feelings owing probably to the
ominant corruption I have just been speaking of, which "Turns
the milk of my good purpose all to curd."
( Life. Vol.1. ".34.
)
To Miss Lewis, T 'arch 16, 1839, she says: "As to the discipline
)ur minds receive from the perusal of fictions, I can conceive
fione that is beneficial but .may be attained by that of history.
It is the merit of fictions to come within the orbit of
robability: if unnatural they would no longer please. It it be
said the mind must have relaxation, "Truth is strange - stranger
han fiction."
When a person has exhausted the wonders of truth there is no
|ther resort than fiction: till then, I cannot imagine how the
adventures of some phantom conjured up by fancy can be more en-
ertaining than the transactions of real specimens of human
ature, from which we may safely draw inferences. I dare say r:

James' 'Huguenot" would be recommended as giring an idea of the
times of which he writes; but as well may one be recommended to
look at landscapes for an idea of English sce^exy. The real
secret of the relaxation talked of is one that wo xld not general
ly be avowed; but an appetite that wants seasoning of a certain
kind cannot be indicative of health.
Religious novels are more hateful to me than merely worldly
ones: they are a sort, of centaur or mer aid, and, like other
monsters that we do not know how to class, should be destroyed
for the public good as soon as bom. The weapons of the Christ-
ian warfare were never sharpened at the forge of romance.
Domestic fictions, as they come more within the range of
imitation, seem more dangerous. For my part, I am ready to sit
down and weep at the impossibility of my understanding or barely
snowing s fraction of the sum of objects that prsssnt thenselves
for our contemplation in books and in life.
Have I, then, any time to spend on things that never existed]
( Life. Vol.1. P. 38.)
'o the same, July 17, 1839, she says:- "I send you some dog^er-
fl lines, the crude fruit of a lonely walk last evening when the
rords of one of our martyrs occurred to me. You must be acquainl
id with, the idiosyncrasy of my authorship, which is, that my
jffusions, once committed to paper, are like the laws of the
ledes and Persians, than alter ^ot. "Knowing that shortly ]
iu#t put off this my tabernacle , " II v>et,er 1-14.

8As o'er the fields by evening's light I stray
I hear a still, snail whisper - cone away)
Thou must to this bright, levely world soon say
Thou sun, to whose parental bea i I owe
All that has gladdened me while here below,
Moon, stars, a^d covenant - confirming bow
Farewell
!
The mandate I'd obey, my lamp prepare,
Gird up my garments, give my soul to prayer,
And say to earth, and all that breathe earth's air,
Farewell
!
Ye verdant meads, fair blossoms, stately trees,
Sweet song of birds and soothing hum of bees,
Refreshing odors wafted on the breeze,
Farewell
Ye patient servants of creation's Lord,
Whose mighty strength is governed by his word,
Who raiment, food, and help in toil afford,
Farewell
»
3ooks that have been to me as chests of gold,
Ihich, miserlike, I secretly have told,
\nd for them love, health, friendship, peace have sold,
Farewell!

9El est volume! whose clear truth- writ page once known,
Fades not before heaven's sunshine or hell's rnoan,
To thee I say not, of earth's rifts alone,
Farewell
!
There shall my new-born senses find new joy,
New sounds, new sights, my eyes and ears employ,
Nor fear thac word that here brings sad alloy,
Farewell
!
Mr. Cross adds to this letter and tne&e stanzas thus ft.r
given, tnese words: "I had a dim recollection that, my wife had ,
told me that this poem had been printed somewhere. After a
long search I found it in the christian Observer for January,
1840. The version there published has the two following addi-
tional verses, and is signed U« A. E.:
"Ye feebler, freer tribes that people air, •,
Ye gaudy insects, making buds your lair,
Ye that ir water shine a^.d frolic there,
Farewell
!
Dear kindred, whom the Lord to me has given,
Must the strong tie that binde us ^ow be riven?
No! say I - onlv till we meet i^ heave^,
Farewell !
(Lifp . Vol .1 . p. 41 .
)
To Miss Lewis Aug. 12, 1840, she says: "The Epistle to the Col^
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ossians- is pre-eminently rich in the coloring with which it
portrays the divine fulness contained in the Savicur, cor.trastei
with the beggarly elements that a spirit of self-ric-ht eoumess
would, in some way, minrle with the lip-ht of life, the filthy
rars it would tack round the "fine raiment" of his righteous-
ness. I have been reading it tn connection with a train of
thourht surn-ested hv the reading of "Ancient Christianity and
the Oxford Tracts", by Isaac Taylor, brie of the toat eloquent,
acute a^d pious of writers."
(Life. Vol.1. ?.51.)
The facts thus far educed from her life and Letters show that
although the period prior to 1841 was tinctured somewhat with
religious asceticism yet she fully accepted and earnestly advo-
cated the fundamental principles of the Christian Faith.
After her removal to Coventry in 1841, she was thrown into
the society of a clever family of deists, and in about two
weeks after the perusal of a book written by one of them, she
was indiced tc renounce the christian Faith. November 2,1841
she called upon the Brays; and such was the influence of their
teachings that only eleven days after this, Mov.13, she wrote tcj
her friend Miss Lewis, who was a devout believer in eva^relical
Christianity: "My whole soul has been enrrossed in the most in-
terest inr of all inquiries for the last few days, and to what
result ray thought! may lead, I know not - possibly to one t] at
will startle you; but my only desire is to know the truth, my
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only fear to ding to error. I venture to say oar love will no
decompose under the influence of Reparation, unlets you excom-
municate me for differing from you in opirion."
(Life. Vol. r . p. 74.)
Early in December of 1841 she announced to her father her in-
ability to continue her attendance upon the church. She no
longer believed in the principles that were taught by the church
and it was to her a seeming hypocrisy to rive any open counte-
nance to a system of teachings in which she no longer believed.
Her friends and relatives who were faithful adherents of trie
Church were greatly displeased.
Her father could not sympathize with her in her changed
belief and treated uer harshly. Her resolution not to attend
Church caused a temporary alienation between father and daughtef
Eut through the advice of friends she at last cense -ted to
an outward conformity to her father's wishes in church attend-
ance,, altnough the new basis of belief that she had assumed was
irrevocable. This sudden change was brought about bv reading a
work entitled: "Hexmell'a Inquiry Concerning the Origin of
Christianity
%
* As she fully accepted the positions taken by
the author, her attitude toward the christian Faith cannot be
better shown than by reading the Analysis that she herself rives
of this book
,
She says: "The first edition of this work appeal
ed in 1838, when the present stronr current of public opinion 1]
favor of free rulVtrinnc «e igious discussion had not yet set in; and it
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probably helped to generate the tone of thought exhibited ifi
more recent works of the same class, to which circumstances have
given .a wider fame-works which, like the above, in considering
questions of Biblical criticism and tae philosophy of Christian^
ity, combine high refinement, purity of aim, and candor, with
the utmost freedom of investigation, and with a popularity of
style wuich wins them the attention not only of the learned but
of the practical.
The Author opens his inquiry witn an historical sketch, ex-
tending from the Eabylonish Captivity to the end of tne first
century
, the design of which is to snow, how, abstracting the
idea of the Miraculous
,
or any specialty of divine influence,
the gradual develop ment of certain elements in Jewish charactei
,
and the train of events in Jewish history, contributed to form
"a suitable nidus for the production of a character and career
like that of Jesus, and how the devoted enthusiasm generated by
such a career in his immediate disciples, rendering it easier
for them to modify their ideas of the Messiah than to renounce
their belief in their Master's Messiahship - the accession of
Gentile converts and the destruction of tne last remnant of
theocracy, necessitating a wider interpretation of Messianic
hopes - the junction of Christian ideas with Alexandrian Platon-
ism, and the decrepitude of polytheism, combined to associate
the name of Jesus, his Messiahship, his deaon and his resurrec-
tion, .vith a great moral and religious revolution. This histor-
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ical sketch, which is under the disadvantage of presenting, syn-
thetically , ideas based on a subsequent analysis, is i- tended to!
meet one diffie ilty so often urged, and which might be held to
nullify the value of a critical investigation, that
Christianity
is a fact for which, if the supposition of a miraculous
origin
bB rejected, no adequate and probable cais«s can be -^e ;l - a »
and that thus, however defective may be the evidence of the
New
iestament history, its acceptance is the least difficult alter-
native.
In the writer's view, the characteristics of the Essene
Sect, as triced by Josephus and philo, justify the supposition
that JasAs was educated in their school of philosophy; bat vitk
the elevated belief and purity of life which belonged to this
si-ct he united the ardent patriotic ideas which had previously
animated Judas of Galilee, who resisted the Roman autrK-rity on
the ground that God was the only ruler and lord of tne Jews.
The profound consciousness of genius, a religious fervcr which
made tne idea of the divine ever present to him, patriotic zeal
.and a spirit of moral reform, together with a part i cij at ion in
the enthusiastic belief of his countrymen that tne lon r- predict
ed exaltation of Israel was at hand, combined to produce in tne
mind of Jesus the gradual conviction that he was himself the
Messiah, with whose reign that exaltation would commence. He
began, as John the Baptist had already done, to announce "tne
Kingdom of Heaven", a phrase which, to the Jewish mind, rep-re-

sented the national glorification of Israel; and by his preach-
ing, and tne influence of his powerful personality, he won mul-
titudes in Galilee to a participation in his belief that he was
the expected Son of David. His public entrance into Jerusalem
in the guise which tradition associated Vith the Messiah, when
he sanctioned the homage of the multitude, was probably tne
climax of his confidence that a great aemonatrat ion of divine
power, in concurrence with popular enthusiasm, would seat him
triumphantly on the throne of David.
No such result appearing, his views of tne divine fllep tn-
sation with respect to ximself began to change, and he felt tne
presentiment that he must enter on his Messianic reign through
the gates of suffering and death.
Viewing Jesus as a pretender not only to siiritad but lo
political power, as one who really expected the subversion of
the existing government to make way for his own kingship (thougj
he probably relied on divine rather tnan on human means), he
must necessarily have appeared in a dangerous light to those of
-
his countrymen who were in authority, and who were anxious at
any price to preserve public tranquillity in the presence of th<
Roman power, ready to visit with heavy vengeance any breach of
order, and to de rive tnem of tne last remnants of their inde-
pendence; and hence the motives for his e*rrest and execution.
To account for tne belief of the disciples in the resurrection
of their Master - a belief which appears to have been sincere -
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the author thinks it necessary to suppose certain nucleus of
fact, an< this lie finds in the disappearance of tne body of Jesafe,
a point attested by all the four evangelists. The secret of
this disappearance probably lay with Joseph of Aramathea and
Tlicodemus, who were anxious to avoid Imj li citing themselves
with that fermentation of regretful enthusiasm to which a resort
of the disciples to the grave might giv rise.
Animated by a belief in the reeurreet ion, wnich, being more
harmless in the eyes of the authorities than that in a living
Messiah, they were permitted to preach with little molestation;
the zeal of the disciples won many converts; a new impulse was
given to their cause by tne accession of Paul, who beca ie the
chief missionary of the new faith, as construed by himself, to
the Gentiles; and the concurrence of the causes indicated above ji
modifying the early creed of the mvos.Iss, and blending it with
trains of thought already prevalent, bore along Christianity in
its conquest over the minds of man until it became the dominant
religion of the Roman world.
Having sought to show, in this preliminary sketch, that a
belief in miracles ia not entailsd on us by tne fact of tne
early growth of Christianity, the author enters on the inquiry
whether the claims of the evangelical writers on our credence
are such as to sustain tne miraculous part of their narratives.
The answer is in the negative, he discusses, first, trie date
and credibility of each Gospel, and concludes that while Matthew
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has many marvellous stories, incongruous in tnemsel ves , yid not
only uneupported bat contradicted by the other evangelists, he
nevertheless presents the n»»t comprehensible account of the
career of Jesus; that in Mark, evidently more remote In time anc
circumstances , both from his events and from Jewish modes of
thought, t e idea conveyed of Jesus is much valuer and less ex-
plicable; that in Luke there is a still furtfter modification of
nis character, which has acquired a tinge of asceticism; wnile }
John trie style of his teaching is wholly changed, and instead
of the graphic parable and the pithy apothegm, utters long,
mystical discourses in tne stylo of thi first epistle bearing
the name of the same evangelist. Mr .Kennel 1 , however, adheres
to the conclusion that the substance of tillI gospel tan* from t/4
Apostle John at an advanced age, when both the -.vents of nis
early manhood and the scenes of nis native land lay in thi far
dlstanee. The writer then enters on a special examination of t*i
Resurrection and Ascension, and the otner miracles in tne Gos-
pels and the Acts, and inquires how far they aye sustained by
the Apostolic Epistles. He examines tne. prophecies of tne Old
Testament supposed to have b en fulfilled in Jesus, and also
the predictions of Jesus himself concerning nis death and resur-.
rsction; and, finally, he considers the character, views, and
doctrine of Cnrist. According to niii, an impart : al st.idy of tn<J
cond-vct _a:u sayings of Jesus, as exhibited in the Gospeus, pro-
duces the conviction tnat he was an entnusiast and a revolution^
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ist, no le^s than a. reformer and a moral and religious teacher.
Passages are adduced, from the Old Testament, and from the
apocryphal and rabbinical writings, feo show that there is
scarcely anything absolutely original In the teachings of
jesasj
bat, in the opinion of the author, he manifests a freedom
and
individuality in the use of his material,, and a general
super-
iority of tone and selectio } whisk* -mi ted with the devotion
o
his life to what ne held tne highest purpose, mark him to be
of
an order of minds occurring bat at rare intervals in tne history
of our race.
Shortly alter the appearance of tnis work it was translate
into German through the instrumentality of Dr.Stra iss, who, in
the preface he prefixsd to it say s : "Nor, sufficiently acquaint!
with German to read continuously a learned *vc..k in tna» lan-
guage, the labo-rs of our theologians wsrs only accessible to
him '(the author of the Inquiry) so far as tfeay w~re wri t .,«n in
Latin, or translated into P.nglish, or trtflttd PJT in English
writings or periodicals? especially he is .macqaainled with whaf-
tne German have effected in the Criticism of the Gospels smct;
Schliermaeher ' 8 work on L^ke and even the earlier Commentators
he knows bat imperfectly. Only so nucii tils »nort rsfaariiabl.sk S i|fc
,
however that bo .h in tne principles and in the main resalts of
his investigation, he is on the very irack which has bsett enterij-
ed on among us in recent years.
Tnat at c.i'tain periods, cm'tain modes of thoagnu iiu as i:|t
were in the atmosphere
,
mnd m -*™* t.n light i v. * n ... mnn \ Tt.i.o t s
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places without perceptible media of communication, is shown, not
only by the contents, but by the spirit, o f Mr .Hernial ' s Wtfk i
No further traces of the ridicule and scorn wnuch charuc ^ze
his iountrymen of the deistieal schools; the subject is tr etea
in the earnest and dignified cons of uhe tratn- seeker, not with
tne rancor of tne passionate polemic; we nowhere i'md him deriv-
ing religion from priestcraft, but from the; tendencies and wants
of human nature. These eleratea f itW t ehiel W*e Uarnid Ger-
man of oar day appro] riatee as one fj ui o of the religi 0111 and
scientific advancement of his nation, tnis Engli snman , «u <.uu. ,
most of the means at oar command were wanting, has been able ^
educe entirely from himself. An Englishman, a Merchant, a :nan
of tne world, he possesses, bor,h by nature and by braining, the
practical insight, the sure ^c t , which lays hold on realities.
The solution of problems over which the German flatten wi i ; :
nsnjr circui ts of learned formulae, our English Author often
succeeds in seizing at one spring. To the learned til OTten pre-)
sents tilings under a surprisingly new aspect; Dae unlearned,
invariably under that which is the most comprenensible and at-
t i ac t ive . "
(Life, Vex. I. Pp •66-/4*)
Upon her third reading of thie bock, "He^n ell's Inquiry conce-in^f-
ing the Origin of Chris t i an i t/ , " some five yeara af te r her fir
reading, she show;, the sa e enthusiastic acceptance of i^s
t cachings
,
In a letter to Sarah Hennell, Sep t ,lo
.
184 i . she btivs!
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"I have r«^a iiht "Inquiry" again with more than mLereso - wxthjj
delight and high admiration. My present impression from it fax-
surpasses the one I had retained from my iwo readings about
five years ago ,
With the exception of a fe W ox; ressi c ns whieh se • .a too
little discriminating in VI to in troduc tory :tCil, thS! i is
nothing in its whole tone, from beg"' nning to end, that jars on
my moral sense; and ah art from any opinion of -ho book aa an
explanation of the existence of caristianity and the ghristain
documents, I am sure that, no one, fit to read it a* all , coald
read it without being intellectually and morally stronger - une
reasoning is so close, the induction sc Qlever , the style so
clear, vigorous, and pointed, and the animus so candid and even
generous, Mr %Henneli o^ght to be one of the happiest of men ti.
he has done such a life's work. I Bid sure it I had iriVtsn
such a book I should have bo^n invulnerable oo all one ar fs c
all spiteful gods and goddesses • I should say, "None of these
things move me, neither count I ntf life deai ..nio my self," see-
ing that I have delivered such a message of God r>o Men, The boftk
is full of wit to rne, It gives me that exquisite kind or laugh
ter, which comes from the gratification of trie reasoning facul-
ties. For instance! "If some of those who were actually at the
Mountain doubted whether they saw Jesu.-- or not, we may reasonab
doubt whether he was to bo seen at ail there: especially as the
words attributed to him do not seem at all likely to have been
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saidyfrum. the disciples paying no at .' to tham« "
"The Disciples considered, aui' ( ' !ary Muguali : 's ) . i dxt
tales, and believed tnem not. "
We have thus their example for considering her testimony
alone as insufficient , and for leaking further evidence.
To say "Jewish Philosopher" seems almost like- sayinga
round square; Yet those two words appear to me the truest des-
cription of Jesus. I think the 'Inquiry 1 famishes the utmost
one
that can be don« towards obtaining a real view of life and char
A
acter of Jesus, by raj entire Ho little as possible from the Gos-
p els • I confess that I should call many things "Shining ether"
to which Mr.Hennell allows the solid angularity of facts; but
I think he had not thoroughly worked out the problem - subtract
from tiie New Testament the miraculous and highly improbable , an
what will be the remainder* 11
(Life. Vol. i. P.U9.J
Again, some twenty eight years aft Si sue haa first i'ead th
book, she gives it the commendation of her mature!' j udgfment
,
In her letter to Sarah tfennell, Marsh id, 187
,
siie say s:
"Clara has told me about year publication of the 'Inquiry and I
have a longing to write - not intrusively, I hope - jast lo say
"thank you" for the good it does me to know of your being en-
gaged in that act of pieiy to your brother* a memory. I delight
in the act itself, and in the satisfaction w.aich I know foil nave
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in performing it. When I remember m/ own obligation to tftt
book, I mast believe that among the many new raadcre 8 cheap
edition will reach, there must be minds to whom it fill bring
welcome light in studying the New Testament, - sober , serious
help toward a conception of the past, instead of stage-lignts
and make-up a
,
And this value is, I think, indei e-indent of the Opinions th*ft
straction of probabilities or in particular interpretations.
Throughout there is the presence of grave sincerity."
(Life, rol« III, p. } .
)
From these data, tnen, what was George Eliot's attitude
toward the Christian Faith? She defied and rejected thi super-
natural and miraculous elements.
By logical sequence the prophetic element was also made nuA
and vcid.
She admitted the reality cf Christ as an historical
,
erson-
age, but she denied his Divinity, his miracles, and above all
his resurrection. And now, knowing what her attitude toward the
Christian Faith was, we are the better enabled to understand
the reasons for her scathing criticisms upon some cf the teach-
ings ana teachers of evangelical Christianity, A sympathizer
Kith evangelical Christianity would nave taken a more cncti'i ta-
ble view of even a mediocre screen than that which she giv^s in
ler letter to Sarah Harmell, Nov. 18, 1370, in which she say/a;

"Yesterday, for the first time, wa Kent to heal A. (a popular
preacher). I remembered what you had said about his vulgar,
false emphasis; but bhetfc remained the face pf his celebrity
I was glad of the opportunity . But my Impresslona fell below
the lowest judgement I ever heard passed upon him. He has . he
gift of a fine voice, very flexible and various; he is admira-
bly fluent and Olear in his language;, and every now and then hi 4
enunciation is effective, gut J never heard any pulpit reading
and speaking which in its level tone was more utterly eonroor, anj
empty of guiding intelligence or emotion! it was as if the
words had b'-ur learned by heart and uttered without comprehen-
sion by a man who had no instinct of rhythm or music in his
soul. And the doctrine] It was a libel on Calvinism that it
should be presented in such a form. I never heard any attempt
to exhibit the soul's experience that was more destitute of in-
sight. The Sermon was against fear in the elect christian,
as being a distrust of God; but never once did he touch the tru
ground of fear - the doubt whether the signs of God's choice
are present in the soul. We had plenty of anecdotes, but they
were all poor and pointless - Tract Society anecdotes of the
feeblest kind. It was the most superficial grocer's- back-par-
lor view of Calviristic Christianity; and | was shocked to find
how low the rnental pitch of our society must be, judged by the
standard of this man's celebrity."
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(Life.yo L.I I J . P»87«)
It is not for tiie purpose of enquiring into the j as ice or
injustice of this particular critic lam that we give it. Eat we
present it simply to show that with all ner tolerance George
Eliot's attitude toward evangelical teachings and teachers , even
at the best, was not friendly bit ROitfl le in Bhal*&cTfF,
It shall be oar aim to make this joint still clearer in
the farther development of the subject. In OMT rev icv;: " J.v an-
gelical Teaching: Dr .Camming* , in the volame of her essays, we
are advertised almost at .he threshold that she is capable of
fttlattnderstanding cira-Ty*\i c.nl precunei's, and that as a cla^s
she has an tinfavcjable opinion of them*
She bays:- "Given, a man with moderate intellect, a moral
standard not higher than the average, some rhetorical affl^.enje
and great glibness of speech, what is the career in whloh, with-)
out the aid of bi rth or money, he may most easily attain power
and reputation in English Society? Where is Uaai Go s.ien of h.ed}
ocrity in which a smattering of science and learning will pass
for pi'ofoand insu action, where plar, itaies '.'.'ill be acee ted as
wisdom, bigoted narrownesa as holy zeal, unctuous egoism as Godi
given p i ety
?
Let such a :n-n become an evangelical preacher; ::c will then
find: it possible to reconcile small ability with great a .bition
superfi cial knowledge with the prestige of erudition, a middlin
morale with a high reputation for sanctity.
"
(Essaye« P.V9.)
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Such a beginning as that we may understand as a declara-
tion of war, not only against Dr ,C.i; fining but against the whole
system of evangelical teaching to which he belonged* Dr.
Cumming with his imj robab^e infidels, reckless statement aid
!itrain#d. Biblical exegesis, with his frogs, scorpions and drag-
ons, was chos eniin order that all the faults of evangelical
preaching might be represented at fcheir worst* In portraying
the only type of infidel, whom Dr .camming recognizes, she pre-
sent Sjby antithesis
^
the type of the unbeliever co .vhich she her-
self belonged
,
She says:- "Tne only type of "infill" sh»sW existence Dr
Camming recognizes is that fossil personage *&s "oaU b the Bible
a lie and a forgery". He seems to be ignorant - or he onuses
to ignore the fact - that there is a large body of eminently in-
structed and earnest men wno regard the Hebrew and Christian
Scriptures as a series of historical documents to be deal, with
according to the rules of historical criticism; and that an
equally large number of men, who are not historical critics
ttaA the dogmatic scheme built, on tn« lettr nr *>™
opposed to their profoundest moral canvie tion«.
His ov/n faith, apparently, has not been altogether Intuitire
, f*|
he tells as that he ha. himself exj •rieneed what it is ,o have
religious doubts*
•I was tainted wnile at the University fay this spirit of
scepticism. I thought Christianity might not be true. The very
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possibility of its being true *as tne thought I felt I mast meel
and settle, Conscience could £i\r* me no peace till I naa set-
tls d it, I read, and I nave read from i.iwt day, fur fcurteen
or fifi-een years, till this, ana now I am as convinced, upon
the clearest evidence, that this book is bne Book of Goa, as
that I now address you," This experience, howeVer^ ins «,ead of
impressing on him the fact that doabt may be the stamp of a
truth- lev in? mind seems to nave produced precisely one contrary
effect. It lias not enabled him even to conceive the ^.nnriition
of a mind •perplexed iv faith bat pure in d . d", craving lipm. ,
yearning for ^ faith that will harmonize and eherish its higiies
powers and aspirations, but unable to find tnat fai th in dogma-
tic Christianity, His own doubts apparently were of a differen||
kind, Nownex-e in his pages have we found a humble, candid,
symp aihet ic attempt to meet the difficulties that may be felt b^j
an ingenuous mind. Everywhere he supposes that the doubter is
hardened, coneeited, consciously snut'.ing his eyes t.o the lifht
a fool who is to b^ tnswered acoording_JiO--iiis ioluy - g,:^l is,
with ready replies made *p of reckless assertions, of apocrypna
anecdotes, and, where other resources fail, of vituperative irn-
As to the reading which he has prosecuted for fifteen
y ears - ei t?n»r it hat- left him totally ignorant of the relation
which his own religious creed beers to the oriti«ism and phil-
osophy of tfc* niwtfnth etntury or h- systematically blinks
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at that criticism and chat philosophy; and instead, of nonestly
and seriously endeavorinp- to meet and solve #hat he kno*s to be
the re.il difficulties, contents himself with seating op nopin-
jays to shoot at, for the sake of confi lining the i.rprio ranee and
winning the cheap admiration of his evangelical hearers and
readers. Like the Catholic preacher no after throwing down hi
I
cap and apostrophizing it as Lather, tamed to his audience and
said, "Yoi se this heretical fellow has not a word to say for
himself", I>r .Gumming, baring drawn his ugly portrait of the in-
fidel, and put arguments of , , mi#..t- H
finds a -short and easy method" of confo mding this "croakinr
frog*
.
(Essays. Pp.89 - 91.)
The words are worthy of especial notice in which she speaks
of "a large body of eminently instructed and earnest men, who
regard the Hebrew and Christian Scripture* as a series Oi hieto*
ical documents, to be dealt with according ~.o i u *. rules of his-
torical criticism; and that an equally large number of men who
are not historical critics fi-d t-><- 4or>.--ti^ «r.* M™. >• ,< t^
"
a . its a grm u 1 c scnene built on
the letter of the Scripture op.pos d to thai* profound* jit moral
fp 7
sriC 1 J r
-
to "the condition of a mind'per-
plexf.'d in faith but pare ir de--d* <• • i • h
^
1
' »
g^avmg light, y earning for
1 ai th that will harmonize and cherish its highest power- and
aspirations, but unable no find that faith in doc- a .,i c c. r ;t la-
ity" - for tuese references
i ^harac t«*T35e the very clasr- of an-
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believers to vhich George Eliot belonged.
In t ie same review she sa/s: "On* more cnarac teristic of
everywhere reigns in thttm. Not tnat this j erversior is peculiad
to Dr.C untiring; i t belongs oo the dogmatic system which he sharejj
with all evangelical beli^vert,"
(E . T\ . )
She not only si rifles r. u t Dr »0 *. ^ : :- :i>z a- «H*n whose moral
judgment, is hidao usly distorted, but she mak e a Lhia
;
tension
belong tc tne dogmatic s vhich Dr tQumining i f s v/i all
eva^rel i cal o* l:; ^v.-/
s
, If ler position ie right X] conoeiv a,
such are tlie pernicious influences that come froin evangelical
teacn'ng, that not only Dr .Camming but all whe accept u, be-
come at onct so s<juint-ey 3d morally Uia- cis^r, straight, mor<
vision becomes impossible. She co .ojivss of tu- # c <MSuin& as a
man who loves soma men for God\, aaie - not because they are
lovable; and hates other men for Gca's sake - hc t &»ca *i ta
ftre ••iu^^; thus arder lg his ai'Jt'taxiojui bj a liogtaaVic rale i
and checking in himself ana otners the fl< / of natural and s^ir
ual sympathies for goodness ana moral beauty, teaching us o utl t
we are not to -j j a _jU U
I
L
g gooa, ana j. - v , uoa i<. r
sak^s, but solely for the glory of God. However jast tms
irftleiwa may be of Dr.camming^ teacninga, it cannct be uaid
the door of true evangelical flhr ist iani
t
y |
Even uPon tfre basis of tj>*t dog.naUc system Oeorge
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Eliot disbelieves and condemns, txiere can be no good I'eaton
given for hesitating to reci gj/u^c G>- a s »vo rk .<nc* . find il
If it is trae that ha that hath seen t;ie incarnate, indwel
ing Christ hath seen ine patner also, then likewise ha *ho u~s-
oovers moral beauty in a human au-il, has seen ^ne divine glory
and lias promoted it by Honoring it and loving u,
All virtaes are God's beat gifti to the souls of Lnose wh^
have them, whether inside or outside the pale of evangelical
Christianity
(
This wooden system of reasoning tnat parvarta4
the moral iudg roani of Dr .Camming is no t evangelical
.
Evangelical Christianity is not responsible for the fact
that a faw belated ethical teach -rs may be fo and even -o-duy
,
spending their Btrtngth in proving that wnen right and luyely
conduat nas a character of SjOntaneity - »a »aU of Vater iprin|-
ing up"
- it mast be reckoned as of fax- l- ss worcn to the world
than the deliberate and pain*** effort of an inferior and a rneaj-
er soal to get some virtue into itaelf by pumping for God's
glory oat of som, doctrinal
.veil. In shoeing tnus &S hostile
at ti tide of George Eliot toward tne Christian Faith, we must
give due weight to tne statements made by Hr.Cross, who says:
"George Bliot'a '.vat, am] hat ic ally a religious mind. My own im-
pression is that her whole so.a was so imbued tfith, and her im-
agination was so fir.;d by, trie scientific spirit of the age - by
the constant rapid development
. of ideas m the Western world -
that she could not conceive that ther. was, as yet, any religiol
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formala sufficient nor any known political sysv^n likely to be
final. She had graat hope fur the .future, in the improve nent
of human nature by the gradual develGj . Of the affeccions
and the sympatnetic emotions, and "by the slow, stupendous teach-
ing of the world's events", r&th#r tnan bje means of legislative
enactments
.
1
(Life. Vol. I II . ^ .oOi .)
Bh* had little if any sympathy with Freethinkers as a cla&4
In a letter to Madame Eodichon, HQS*&q
,
1Su2, she saycl ""Pray
don't ever ask me again not to rob a man of his religiuus belie
as if jrou tnought my mind tended to such robbery . I have; boo
profound a conviction of the efficacy that l_es i all tuneere
faith, and the spirit lal blight tnat. comes with no faith, to
have any negative propugandism in me. In fact I have very litt
sympatny with Freethinkers as a class, and have lost all inter-
est in mere antagonism to religious doctrines."
(Life, v l II f 24S )
In ii r vurks Of fiction she treats all religious beliefs
with tne utmost reverence, never holding up to ridicule ror a
mom' nt the forma of faith, whose objective validity sne did not
at all b el i eve
.
She always held religion in reverence , while sne at the
same time rejected tne objective validity of its dogmas . The
manner in which she depicts all phases of roligio is life and be*
lief in her character-delineations is marked throughout with
———_ ;
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tender sympathy and hearty appreciation The large place that
she gives to religion in her works of fiction, and. the face thai
a large proportion of her characters are clergyman or roiigioas
persons, who are described with rare accuracy avid de„-p sym. atny
hardly prepare as for we anoiaaly of ner almost j aradoxic^x
position! Tier natart is deeply religious in feeling ana in
tendency and yet she rejects all religious doctrines er own
faith and theory of religion are not delineated in any one of her
characters, and hence till principles of her creed nubt be rather
ed from her comments in her works of fiction and from her T ife
and Letters ^he believed in the sab.j ;-? ct i r eal ty of tne
Christian Faith, that it is trie numan j .0
.
: (delis of .n- acca., ,-
1 at ed hopes and traditions of the world's fs^linp; and sorix
bat sue at ^i'l/ denied all objective validity in trie Christian
Pai th.
In her p^bli shed notes on the Spanish Gypsy ins hai given
zie say c •
additional insight into her religion of humanity. §
"Now what is the fact about our individual lots? A woman, say,
finds herself on the earth with an inherited organization; she
may be lame, sue may inherit a di<^i«p n wln ..+ ,» j luifsi. * «, a sease, oi what is taut amount t
a disease; s e may be a negress, or have other „,:rks of race rJ
pulsive in the community w.jre sne is born. One majf , o en for 3
long while without reaching the limits of the commonest tnhtJ Itm
misfortunes. It is almost a mockery to say to each numan being
"Seek yo.cr own happiness." The utmost approach to we±i*toeiiM
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that can be aic.de in such a case is tiiirugh largo res i gnar.ion
and acceptance of the inevitable, witri as much effort tf over*
come any disadvantage as good sense vvill snow to be attended
with a liklihood of success. Any one ay say, that |i thl dic-
tate of mere rational reflection. Bat calm can, in hardl/ any
human organism, be attained by rational reflection^ Happily,
are not left to that. Love, j i ty , constituting sympathy, and
generous joy wi tn regard to the i». t of our follow-men oomOS in
has been growing since the beginning - enormoa^ly cn.i^.o^a by
wider vision of results, by an imagination actively inter sted
the lot of mankind generally; and these feelings become pii ty -
that is, loving, willing submission and heroic promethean effoH
towards high possibilities, whioh may result from car indiv.id.ia,
life. There is really no moral "sanet ion but this inward im-
pulse. The ./in of God 1 the same thing as tne wXJLX of other
men, compelling us to work and avoid what they have seen to be
harmful to social existence. Disjoined from any BreeTved gbodj
the divine -vill is si;mpiy so much as we nave ascertained of trie
facts of existence tfhich compel obedience at oar peril. Any
other notion comes from the supposition of arbitrary revelation
(Life. Vol. II J
.
p.oo.
)
The sincerity of her purpose and the honesty of her motive^
cannot for a moment be questioned, throughout th<~ history of
these religious changes. We are r,old tnat
"On one occasion, at Mr. Bray's ncase at Rosehill, roused by a
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remark of his on the beneficial Influence oxuj'ci bed by evanreii-
cal beliefs on the moral feelings, she said erratically : "i
say it now, and T say it once for all, that 1 a. I"fluenee4 in
my own conduct at the present time by far higher considerations,
and by a nobler idea of duty, than I ever .vac irhllfi I neld the
evangelical beliefs*"
(Life. Vol.1, p. I 15.
)
Her broad religious tolerance is expressed in a let to* zo
J. W. C-oss, October 20, 13/5: "Ail lbs gPS** religions of MM
world, historically considered, are rightly fcfcs object of deep
reverence and sympathy - they- are the record of spiritual
struggles which are trie types of our own* tHU is to me pre-
eminently true of Hebrewism and Christianity, on which W own
youth was nourished. And in this sense I have no antagonism
towards any religious belief, but a strong outflow of sympathy,
fcvery eoimrunity met fo worship the highest Rood (which is under-
stood to be expressed by G»-d) carries me along in its main
current; and if there were not reasons against my following such
Ian inclination, I should go to Church or chapel constantly for
the sake of the delightful emotions of fellowship which come ovejr
™ in rell <5lo*» assemblies
- the very nature of such assemblies
being the recognition of a bi^dl „
.eiief or spiritual l'iw
PES ch is to li ft us i nto ril iin»~*~^s«l g obedience and save m from the
slavery of unregulated! pwrston or v * u ?e
.
w
(Life. Vol.11 1, p. 155.)
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THE INFLUENCES DP XHE STUDY OF FEUERBACH A T T) COMT] .
Georre Eliot's study of Feuerbach beran witn the translation of
the Essence of ^'t i -tin^i ty , which appears 9 In Julv 1854, It i
difficult to determine just when tier study r f cc-'te he an E n
first mention o p it in her Life and Letter? is In er Totter to
para Hennell, July 12, 1861, in w'ar 1 - <? r-e says:
"I quite if IS 11 wit 1 - "-on - so far as i a^ afcle to pnr- i
judgment
-
in re?ardin£ positivism at onesided; bat comte was
rtreat thinker, nevertheless, and ouphit to be treated with rever*
ence by all smaller fry.
I have just been reading t !->e "Surrey of the Middle A~es"
contained in tne fifth volume of the "Philoso; hi e positive",
and to my apprehension few chapters can be fuller of luminous
ideas. I am thank fill to learn Prom it."
(Life. vol. II . P,a*4i
)
To Mrs. Cornereve, Jan. 16, 1867, she writes fro- Eiarritz:-
"The days pass so rapidly, we can hardly believe In their
Tlu,obfsr WP e<mnt thswq After breav.fast we both react
the Politique"
- George one volume and I ***** - interact-
ing each other continually with questions and re -?r'-s, ••••
Mr.Lewes is converted to the warmest admiration o P the ohaptSr
on lan^ua^e in the third volume, which about three years a^-o he
fnoupht slightly of. i think the first ehaptsr of the fourth
volume is ariong, the finest of all
,
and he most finely written.
My gratitude increases co-tinuaily for to illumi aiion Comte
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hat oontributed to my life. But wo both o f us rt idy wit> q.
gp-npp o.f haTinp still "tueVi to 1 eir^ and to UTidarstand**
(Life. Vol.111. P. 2.)
Mr .Cross, her husband, who was in a position b#ct to vv-iow hor
estimate of those who had done most in rMJUtlding her character
and teachings, s^ys, after their return from their tour on the
continue to ".'it ley 1SR0:
"Towards thO ^i Hl.e of October she was obliged to '-eon her
bed, but oithout restriction as to amount of reading a^.i talk-
ing, which Bhe was always able to e^;oy, except i>^ moments of
acute pain.
Duri*v- hmr illness I read aloud anon- ot-er boo 1
-?, comte's
"Discours PreliminaiW, translated by Dr.fcrid-es. fhii volume
was o^e of he* especial rewrites, tnd delisted in mavi.,
ne acquainted ri th it.
Por all Comte's wr '• ti*-»~ f h e had a feelin- of htf?h admira-
|ion, intense interest and very deep avnr.athy. l do net t-i-v
L ever heard her sneav of a^y writer with a more -rateful aenee
)f obligation for e->
!
i 5] ten -ie^t . fler "-reat debt to him was
lltays thankfully aeknowladged. But the appreci ation was thor-
oughly selective, so far as ] was able to iud-e. Parts or hit
eaehinga were accented aria" Other r>arts re; ec ted , TT er attitude
owards biig, as the Pounder of a new religion, may be fathered
rom the . references and allusions in the fferegoing correspondence,
and from the fact that for many years, and up to the time of
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her death, she subscribed to the Comtist Fund, bat never, so fax1
as J arn aware, more directly associated herself with the Mm*
bers of the positivist Church - It was a limited adhere- ce ,
"
(Life, vol ,111, P. 301 .
)
Feaerbach Bays in the preface to his Essence of chrlstian-
ity : "This Philosophy (referring to the system fMdl he rorirr-
tains) has por it^ prlrnc iple , ^ot the subotanee of gpinoaa, t
the ero of Kant and Fichte, not the Absolute Iientity of Sfthell*
ing
t
not the Absolute Mind of Hegel, in short, v>o abstract,
merely conceptional being, but a real being, the true E real-
i s sirnum - man; its principle, therefore, is in the highest de-
cree positive a 1-," real. It generate! thought from the opno !te
of thought, from Matter, from existence, from t senses; it. he
relation to its object first through the sensee i.e., passiVel 1
before defining it in thought, Kence my worv
, as a specimen of
this philosophy, so far from b oi rr: I production tc I I - laced in
the category of speculation, - although in another r>oi.->t of
view it is the true, the incarnate result of prior phll< oj '.ica
systems, - is +..'••• iireet opposite of speculation, nay nuts a*
end to it by explaining it. Speculation makes religion say o-^lj
What it has itself thought, and expressed far better than reli-
gion; it assigns a meaning to religion without any reference to
the actua l meaning of religion; it does not look beyoni itself.
I, en the contrary
,
let religion itrelf ->p-v; j r p~f t i. t. i r.f my-
self o-.iy its propter. No t to invent KB! to il S,vc lh oat > discover "to
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unveil existence", has been ' my sole object; to see correctly,
my sole endeavor. It is not I, but religion that worships man,
lthourh religion, or rather theology, denlei this; It la not I,
an insignificant individual, but religion itself that say*; God
is nan, man is Go i; it is not j , but religion that leniee t
God who is _not man, bat only an ens ration ! s , - since It makes
God become man, an d then constitutes this ood not distinguished
from man, having a human form, human feelings, and human
thoughts, the object of its worship and veneration. I have
only fou^.i the key to the cipher of the Christian relirion, onl\
extricated its true meaning from the web of contradictions and
delusions called theology; but in doing so j have certainly com-
mittedk sacrilege. If therefore my wortfc is negative, Irreli-
gious, atheistic, let it, be remembered that Atheism - at least
In the sense of this work - Is the seeret of religion Itself;
that religion itself, rot indeed on the surface, but fundamen-
tally, not in Intention or according to its own supposition, bul)
in its heart, in its essence, believes in m*ht«g else than the
truth and divinity of human nature. ****.#**,*«* fffrttlnlf
work is negative, destructive; but, be it. observed, enl* in re-
lation to the unhuman, not the human elements of religion.
It is therefore divided into two parts, of Which the first is,
as to its main idea, posi tive, the second
, im-ludi— t
dix, not wholly, but in the Main, Negative: in both, hoWtl'
the same positions are nroved, en** in a different or rather
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opposite manner. The first exhibits religion in its essence,
its truth, the second exhibits it in Its con
t
rad i c t i o-n g ; t ie
first is developl b, the second polemic; thus the one is, ac-
cording to the mature of the case, calmer, the other more
\j shement * * * * * »
This In the first part. J show Fftat the true sense of Theol-
opy is AntHronolo.^v
,
iha-t there i- rte fli atinetlen between the
nredic ?te_g of the divine and human natare, and, ftOnsjftqiiej | ly
,
no distinction between the divine and human vet : I sr-y con -
sequently
,
for wherever, as is especially the ctr se in theolory,
the predicates ere not accidents, but exnress the eoc, e v,ce of th<
subject, there is no distinction between subject a^d predicate,
the o^e can be put in the place of the other. *******
In the second part, the other h*n4, I -how that the diiH
Ifnot ion which is made, or rather supposed to be made, between
the theological and anthropological predicates resolves Itself
into an absurdity. Here is a striking example. in fe, flrst
part I prove that the Son of God is in roll -ion a real son, The
Son of God in the same sense in Which man is the son of
-an, anc
I find therein the truth, the essence of religion, that it eon-
ceives and affirms a profoundly human relation as a divine rela-
tion; on the other hand, in the second part I si ow that the Son
of God - not inde^i tn reli^io-, but in theolo r$
,
which is the
reflection of reli-;io^ ny on itself, - is not a son in. the raturjl
human sen;;e, but in an entirely different manner, contradictory
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sto Nature and reason, and therefore absurd, and I find, in thi
ne gat ion of human sense and the human understanding , the nega-
tion of religion.
Accordingly, the first part is the di feet , the second t ; ie
indi rect proof, that theology i s anthropology J hence the second
part necessarily has reference to the first; it. has no inde-
pendent significance; its only aim is to sho* that the i«m*« in
VhiCh rellri °^ U ^erpreted the previous part of tne work
BOSt be the true one, because the contrary is absurd. ***«*«•«
The reproach that according to my book reli*i«* t
• °* ^Hgion is an absurdity,
i nullity, a pure illusion, would be well- founded only if, ac-
cording to it, that into tfhlch I resolved religion, w
_u ch I
>rove to be its true object and substance, namely
,
man, - anth-
opolo,^y , were an absurdity, a nullity, a pure illusion. But
30 far from siring a trivial or even a subordinate significance
.0 anthropology, - a significance which is assi-ned to it only
ust so long as a theology stands above it and in opposition to
.t, - I, on the contrary, while reducing theology to anthropolo-
gy, exalt anthropology into theology, very much as Christianity
while lowering God into man, made man into God- ttaufl* ** t
true, this human God was by a further process made a transcen-
dental, imaginary cod, remote ftrew nan. '*•«*
Religion is the dream of the human soal. But even in
dreams we do not find ourselves in emptiness or in heaven, but
on earth, |n the realm of reality; we only Me real things in
the entrancing s] lendour of imagination and caprice, instead of
in the simple daylight of reality and necessity. Hence J do
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nothing more to religion - and to speculative philosophy and
theolo-y also - than to open its eyes, or rather to turn its
fiaze from the internal towards the external, that i s
,
I C ha^e
the object as it is m the imagination into the object as it is
in reality. •••••« j do rct inqaire w ;, at the real> n;tturil
Christ was or may have been in distinction from what he has bee*
made or has become in Supernatural ism; on the contrary, T accer 1
the Christ of religion but I show that this superhuman bein- is
nothing else than a product and reflex of the supernatural
human mind. I do not ask whether this or that, or any miracle
can happen or not; I only show what miracle is, and j show it
hot arriori, but by examples of miracles narrated in the Bible
as real events; in ftolng so, however, I answ er or rather pre-
clude the question as to the possibility or reality of necessity
of miracle.
"
THE BSSENCB 0? CHKI STI AMITY
.
Preface. Pp. IX - XI, XV - XVI
.
In ftatiTig the basis of religion ?euerhach says: »Religion has
its basis tn the essential difference between man and the brute
the brutes have ro reli^irn. *** Religlen beinr identical with
the distinctive characteristic of man, is then identical fj
|
self-consciousness
- with the consciousness which man has of hi J
nature. But religion expressed generally., is consciousness of
the infinite; thus it i £ and can be nothing else than the con-
sciousness which man has of his own - not finite and limited,
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but infinite nature, A really
finite being has not even the faintest adumbration, still less
consciousness, of an infinite being, for the limit of th« nat-
ure is also the limit of the consciousness
.
1
(Essence of Christianity
.1,2.
)
Following is the definition which the same writer gives of God:
"What thou canst alone contemplate, declare to be the tnlthTtW
and define as its essence, is merely the nature of feeling.
Thou hast thus no other definition of ood than this: God is
oure, unlimited, free Feeling. Every other God. whom thou sur>-
posest, is a God thrust upon thy feeling from without. Feeling
is atheistic in the sense of the orthodox belief, which attaches
religion to an external object; it denies an objective ood - it.
is itself God. In this point of view only the negation of Feel-
ing is the negation of God."
(Essence of Christianity, p.io.)
Feuerbach treats of the relation between subject an4 object
the Incarnation, trie passion of Christ, the Trinity, Providence,
pruver, faith, Faith in a Future Life, and fche BOfilftl hoiations
in the following language: "The object of any subject U not i-
ing else than the subject's own. nature taken objectively. Such
as are a man's thoughts and dispositions, such is his God; so
nueh worth as a man has, so much and no more has his God. Con-
ciousness of God is self-co^scdousness
,
knowledge of God is
self-knowledge. By his God thou lowest the mm, and by the man
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his God; the two are identical* Whatever ta God to a man* that
is his heart and soul; and conversely, God is the manifested in
ward nature, the exy reused self of a .nan, - religion the solemn
unveiling of a man's hidden treasures, the revelation of his in-
timate thoughts, the open confession of his love -secret: /
(Essence of Christianity. P. 12.)
" The Incarnation is nothing else than the practical mater-
ial manifestation of trie human nature of God, God did :ot be-
come man for his own sake; the need, the want of man - a want
which still exists in the religious sentiment - was the ca
of the Incarnation. God became man out of mercy: thus he was iJL
himself already a human God before he became an actual man; for
human want, human misery, went to his heart. The Incarnation
was a tear of the divine compassion, and hence It v;as oily the
visible advent of a Being having human feelings, and therefore
essentially human."
(Essence of Christianity. p. ,0.)
/X
The Pa: sion of Christ represents not only moral, voluntary
suffering, the suffering of love, the power of sacrificing stlf
for the pood of othera: it vn-yr> cc *+ o „ t „JKp— ^ uci ' xu xe; resents also suffering as such,
suffering in so far as it is an expression of passibility in
general. The Christian religion is so little ipej tuman that dt
even sanctions human I
. While Socrates empties th<
of poison with unshaken soul, Christ exclaims: "If it be possi-
ble, let this cup pass from me." Christ is i> tnis re^-ct the
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self-eonfe^sicn of human sensibility I
heathen, and in icular the stoical principle, ttl
f rill pel f- susta ined^*.1-- i- , ti > C sti an in-
v o 1 v 5" his ovm sensitiveness isc et) t i
-
bility in the consciousness of God; he finds it, if only it be
in the highest command of Christianity - the Histcry or Chris-
tianity is the history of the passion of Human i t. y .
life:- t.J.s single -taoup;ht this truth, natural, iram tent in
man, is the secret, the supernatural mystery of the Trj-itv,
But religion expresses this truth, as it does ever/ other, In
an indil*act manner, that is, inversely , for it here naves a -n^-
eral truth into a -articular ore, the true subject into a rredi-
f ate, when it says: C-od is a participated life, a life of love
and friendship
,
Fhe third Person in the Trinity expresses
nothing farther than the love of the two divine Persons towards
each ot'.pr- it iejthe unity of the Son and the Father, t'^e idea
of community, stranrely enough recorded in its tarn as a special
personal beinrr
,
prom a solidary pod the essential need of duality, of love,
'of community, of the real, completed aelf-oonselousness , of the
alter ego , is eve'uded, this want is there satisfied by reli-
gion thus: in t s e still solitude of the Divine Being Is placed
(Essence cf Christianity. P.oO.)
// participated life is alon< lf-satUfyi
4
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another, .-a second, different from God aj to personality, but id
tic^l with him i vi eg senc e , - God the Son in distinction from 0Qd
the Path or, Sod the Father is I, God the Son
J.'
hou
.
-ho i_ i I
understanding, the Xhou love. But love with understanding and
understanding with love is mind, and mind is the totality of imo
as such - the total man,"
(Essence of Christianity, p. 67.)
"providence is a nrivile<re of man. It expre^ t;es the value
of man, in distinction from Other natural beings and tilings; it
exempts him from the connection of tne universe. Providence is
the conviction of man of the infinite value of his existence
a conviction in which he renounces faith in the reality of exte
nal things; it is the idealism of religion* faith In providenc
is therefore identical with faith In -ersonal i mortality; save
only, that in the latter the infinite value of SxistfncB is ex-
pressed in relation to time, as infinite duration j Tie who pre-
fers no s-ecial claims, who is indifferent about himself, jrho
identifies im elf with the world, who sees himself as a »ajrt
merged in the whole,- such a one believes in no providence, thj
is, in no special Providence in the sense of Religion - Faith i
Providence is faith in one's own worth, the faith of man In him)
self; hence the benefic ent consequences of this faith, but
hence also false humility, religious arrogance, which, it is
true, does net rely on itself, hut only because it commits the
care of itself to the blessed God. God co-,ems himself about
»ie; he has in v j QW ,, r i^
r r j
.„,.,„,.,
^
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hall be t)legt;but that il Off win also: thui nf interest i^
God's interest ,my own will is God's will , my own aim is God's
aim - God's love for ml nothing elaa thanjmy self-love deified.
Thus when I believe in providence, in what do I believe but In
the divide reality and significance of my own hpi'it?"
(Eaaenea of chriatianTty^ p. 105,!
"Jn prayer, mijn atfdraaiaa God wi t fi the word o p intimate
affection - ihou ; he th\*e declares articul a ta&y that God i e hi a
Alter E.^o ; he confesses to God, is the being nearest to -im,his
most secret thOUfhta, his deenest v;i.-, ; ies, which otherwise he
shrinVs from tittering. Eut hi expresses these wishes In the c o*|
fide^ce, in the certainty that thay will he fulfilled. How
could he apply to a being that had n ear for is complaints?
Thus what is prayer but tha wish o.'1 the heart aitaraaeej with eoi
fidence in its fulfillment? fhal else is the being that ful-
fills these alahee bat nmn affection, the human soul, giving
ear to itself, approving itself, unhesitatingly affinalng it-
self? •##»###
Prayer is the self-division of man into two balnea, - a
dialogue of man with himself, with hi* heart. • • • .
In nrayer man tvima to the Omnipotence of Goodness; which
simply maane, that in prayer nam adores his own heart, regards
his own feelinga as absolute,"
(Essence of Christianity. Pp. 122, 12o, 120.)
"Faith is fWthing else th*n confidence in the reality of
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the subjective in oppoei tiolTfii the limitations or lawe
Mature and reason,- that is, of natural reason, The specific
lobject of faith, therafore, li miracle; faith li the belief i
'miracle; faith and miracle are absolutely inseparable, feat
which is objectively miracle or miraculous nower li r.ah i ectivejlr
faith; miraele ie the outward aspect of faith, fai*h the inward
soul of miracle; faith li thl miracle of mind, the miracle of
feeling #hi«h merely becomes objective in external miracles.
To faith no thin* is impossible, and miracle only rives actuality
to this Omnipotence Of Paithl Oracles are bat a visible ex-
ample of what faith can effect. 'Tnl imi tedness
,
supernat iral-
ness, exaltation of feeling,- transcendence is therefore the
essence of faith. Faith hae reference only to things which, In
contradiction with the limits or laws of "at ire and reason,
*iVe °bJeCtive r**1U* t0 ***** feeling and human desires.
Faith unfetters the wishes of subjectivity from the bonds o
f
natural reason; it coders what rature and reaso. deny; hence i|
makes man happy, for it satisfies his most personal wishes.
A^d trae faith is discomposed by ~o doubt. Doubt arises o-ly
where T ro oat of myself, overstep the bounds of my personality,
concede reality and a right of suffrage to that which is dis-
tinct from myself; - where I Rno* mvself to be a subiective,
that is, a limited being, a~d seek to widen my limits by admlt-
tln
" tM"" s +<" fl«fi Put in flith the verv princi-
ple of doubt is annulled; for to faitn tie subjective is in
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i
« * 4 • • *
nd hy itself the objective - nay, the absolute. Faith is noth-
ing else than belief in the absolute reality of sub/i ect ivi ty
.
•mat then is faith but the Infinite self-certainty of mn, the
mdoubting certainty that his own subjective b«4ng is the ob-
jective, absolute being, the boing Of beinrs. * *
pi essence of faith a nay be confirmed by an examinaMor of
ts objects down to the almtlit speciality, la the idea tnat
hat which nan wish e« actually is: he wishes to be immortal,
herefore he is Mortal; he wishes for the existence of a bein*
ho can do everything which i. impossible to
: ;aure an4 reason, |
r
herefore such a being exists; he teh.. for a world which cor-
responds to the desires of the heart, a world of unli^ ed 8Uh _
activity, that is, of unperturbed feltng, of uninterrupted
pLUa, while nevertheless there exists a world tne •ppo.it* of
lhat subjective one, and hence this ,orld must ra: s away,- as
Necessarily pass away as cod, or absolute subjectivity, Lmt re-
fin. Faith, love, hope, are tne christian Trinity. hope has
Relation to the fulfilment of the promises, th| wishes wnich
* rc not yet fulfilled, but which in Ln > •
|
.
.vuic or* to be fulfilled; love has
Relation bo tie Being who rives and fulfills t.iese promieu,;
faith to the promises, the wishes, which are already fulfilled,
which are historical f-cts. '.iracde is an essential object of
Christianity, and essential article of faith, ut what is mir-
acle? a supranat iralistic wish realized - nothing more.
The Apostle "aul illustrates the -ature of christian faith
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by the example of Abraham. Abraham could not, In a natural way,
ever hope for posterity; Jehovah nevertheless promised it to
him oat of special favor, and Abraham believed in spite of
"ature. Hence this faith was reckoned to him as ri -hteousnee s
,
as merit; for it Implies r^eat force of subjectivity to accept
as certain something in contradic ti.on with experience, at least
jwith rational, normal experience. TVut what was the object of
this divide -promise? Posterity, tne object of a haman wish.
And in what did Abraham believe when he believed in Jehovah?
In a Beinp ^iio ca" do everything, and car fulfill all wishes.
"Is anything too hard for uhe Lord?" (Genegis XVII J- 14.)
(Essence o f chri s t i ani ty
.
^p,12(>, 12','
,
12.°,, 129.)
"Faith in a future life is only fuitll in the true life of
the prsaentj the essential elements of this life are also tne
essential clemriti of the Other: acco rdinrly. , faith in a future
life i not faith in another unknown life; but in the truth andl
infinitude, and consequently i^ th e perpetuity, of that life
which already here bo Low is rerarded as Uli authentic life, ****
i) To live In Imagef or symbols is the essence of religion* r.eli-
gion sacrifices the thing itself to the im.-i'-e, hhe future life
is the present in the mirror of tne Imagination: the eTantur-
ing imare is in the sense of religion the true type of earthly
life,- real life only a glimmer of that ideal
,
imaginary life.
The future life is the present embellished, contenp lat ed througi
the Imagination, purified from all rross matter; or, positively
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« • • •expressed, it is the beauteous J reseat intensified.
Faith in the future life is nothing else than faith In the truth
of the imagination, as faith in God is faith in the truth Bn4
infinity of human feeling. Or: as faith in od It only faith in
the abstract nature of nan, ;,o faith in the lenvenly life is
onl ' faith in the abstract earthly life. at the sam of the
future life is happiness, the everlasting bliss of personality,
which is here limited and circumscribed by Mat,ire, Pattl In thl
future life is therefore faith in the fre dom of ptifej ectiuit f
from the limits of "atare; it is faith in the eternity and in-
finitude of personality, and not d f personality viewed in rela-
tion to the idea of tie species, in which it forever unfolds it-
self in new individuals, but of personality as belonging to al-
ready existing individuals: consequently it is the faith of nan
in himself, nut faith in the kingdom of heaven is one with
faith in God - the content of berth sides is the same; rod is rune
absolute subjectivity released from all natural limits; he is
what individuals ourht to be and rtU he: faith In God is there
fore the faith of «n in the infinitude and truth of his own
nature; the Dirlne Being Is the subjective tutsan being in is a
solute freedom and unl imi tedue«?c. ,,„„ . +^ute^ess our most essential task iB
now fulfilled
v
,,fe hare reiuce.1 the supermundane, Supernatural
,
nd superhuman mature of God to the tlemants o° human nature as
its fondamerrtal elements. Our process of* analysis has blturht a
us again to the -position with which we set out. The berinninsj,
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middle and end c p religion is MAN,"
(Esee^ce of Christianity. pp #18l, 182, 1R4.)
"The relatio-"- of* fhil4 ft3 nare^t, of ftuaban4 m i wife,
of brother and friend - in rener al , of nan to rer - i~ short , all
the n^r-^l relations are p_er se reli<~iou^ #
Life as a vole i c , in it* essential, substantia] relationi
Throughout of Uvi-e nature. Its religious consecration is
not first confw red by the blaa-sirti frf the priest. But she rro4
tension of religion l a that it can hallow an. object by ins es-
sentially external co-operation ; it thereby assumes to he itself
the only holy now*r; besides itself it. >nows o^lv earn-ly, un-
rodly relations; hence it comes Rorw.i in order to consecrate
them and nak e than) hoi/.
Eut narria-e
- we mean f coarse, marria-e as the free bone
of love
- is sacredin itself, by the very natWt of the union
which is therein affected. That *lon e i s a reli-ioas narri
which is a true ;ar.iare, which corresponds to the es en Ce of
marriage
-
of love. And so it is with all nor,a relations.
Then only are T.hey moral,- then only -.re th«y enjoyed in a nor 1
spirit, when they are regarded a sacred in the.asel ve s
.
True
friendship exists only when the boundaries of We^dahlp are p*-
served with reli
-ious conscientiousness, with tfe sa-e Co- gc i e^
tiousness wlfh which the believer watches over -/ e aXgnlty o^ ^
God. Let Friendship be sacred to t'~ee, nronerty sacred, mar-
riage sacred,- sacred the well-bei ig of every man ; hut Ut them
are
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be sacred in a -v1 by thermelTejt* *
Georrre Eliot adds in a POot-nOte to Feuerhac h ' s state -e-t
that the bond of marriage la sa - red in itself, these r>Pi-sonal
words, which are significant in view o p the peculiar nature of
her own anion with George Henry Lewes: *A marriage the bond of
which is merely an external restriction >n©l the voluntary, Co-
tented self-restriction of love, in sVrt, a m&*Ug* fhToB is
rot spontaneously concluded, epontaiieouBly willed, self- rf***.
ing, is not a true marriage, and therefore not truly noral
marri age, *
(Essence of chri b ti mi ty
. p. 271.)
we nOW nroceed to summarize nm Of tie cardinal prtnelpH-J
of Feuerbach from the data of the quotations riven
jeuer 1
» s - liloeon^v h«* *TT~* ,*t»«vi v riae ior its foundation the real
being- Man. All thought li ririmtmi rv.i« ^e erated Prom, the Opposite of thourf.t,
from natter, fro- existence, Pro-" the senses - it ir the pro-
m 1 c " Feeli-- is r-e-nerated tiUWltyh Otnrtaot with
the external world, er«j produce, idea.. ais artln .. ., f;tw(s .,.,
feellVh9 atternal '™ rld la -clproe^: tha ext world
acts upon feeling a*a feeling upon the external world, an! the
[result of this interaction is that feel in; tnt rpreti the ex-
ternal world according to its own wants and n.eds. Feelin- i.
|nade at on C e the foundation of religion philosophy, and the
perennial source of all knowledge.
God is pure, unlimited, free feeling. The true object and
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substance cf religion is man - anthropology, Anthropology is
but another name for Theolog'; for man ia God, and God la man.
In the ultimate analysis it is found that all that is outside of
man, of which he can bo cognizant, is but a reflection of what
Sialraedy in man. The outward world is thus created in man's
C0"lSCi0US' G; S
,
Religion has its ground tin essential dif ''nre^ce bttWei
man and the brute. Religion is identical with sp] f-oiov»scio usnef s
- with the consciousness which man iaj • f till infi nit.ude of his
own nature. In religion, consciousness of i p self-eo"< r i •
ness, consciousness of God is sel f*knowledge I the consciousness
of the object and t'-e subject coincide, Religion is the un-
veiling of man's hidden treasures, the revelation of his inti-
")5f,o thoughts t.
o
-1
c,on f f* k c; t p,v» of hi's Iovp seorstSt L']
yearning of man after something above himself is nothing else
than the longing after the perfect tyre of his Dwn nature the
reaming to be free from himself, from the defects ?nd t*N lim-
itations of his own individuality, Htnee i-iivij^aitv U the
iet^eonditionlng, the self-l Imitation of the species. Man has
thus no knowledge of anything above himself, of nothing beyonl
the nature of humanity. This nature Of humanity presents i t, k e 1 il
to the individual man under the form of an individual man. All
feel ; ngs which nan experiences towards a sup Trior man, in generaTk
all moral feelings which man has towards "inn are o p a religious
mature, Man feels nothing towards ood that he does not also
BOSTrw itNiVFRSITT
COLl F RAL ART!
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feel towards man. In the interpretation of the dogma of Chris-
tianity they are considered from the standpoint of eoneeiring
religion as the projection of feeling u pon the outside world.
The Christ of the Christian religion i- nothing >l»i than a pro-
duct and reflex of the supernatural human mind. The incarnation
shows as man's love for nan, man's Btrong desire to help his
fellow men and the renunciation and suffering thU man i- will-
ing to undergo for man. The pabsion of Christ shows the will-
ingness of nan to suffer for man., even to the greatest sacri-
fice possible, the £ift of life itself. Tp suffer is the ligh-
ist command of Christianity - the history of Qhrlatlanlty Is the
history of the Passion of Humanity. The trinity typifies the
social, participated life of the s- ecies. Participated life is
he alone, true, self- satisfying life. God is a participated
ife, a life of love and friendship t The third Parson In the
hrinity expresses the love of the rwo g£ytr& "Persons towards
ach other - it is the unity of the Son -n>-'d the Father, c;od the
ather is I, Cod the Son Thou
. The I_ is under standinr
, the T-ca
|ove. But love with understanding and understanding
-if-, icve
s mind, and mind is the totality of man as such - the total man
providence is the conviction of man of the infinite value
of his existence; it is the Idealism of religion.
Faith in Providence is faith in o- p's own worth the faith
of man in himself,
Man's belief In Providence is the belief in the divide
i
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reality and sirniftcanee Of his own feeingj prayer is t-e self-
division of man Into two being*,- a dialogue of nan with himsell
irlth hip heart
•
In prayer man tarns to the Omnipotent gae«naea, which
-eans
that mar' adores his own heart an.1 re~ards hi a dim fa>-lin~ = s
absolute. There 1. i rttbjeetlw, value In prayer, in this cor-,-u
fiftw of man with his own he.l
.na naolaat mflT, but it can ,ave
M objective
.irnilMaanee whatever. Pra er results in self-
discipline and in self-culture, but there U n power abov, and
outside of man to rive him .help when he ar-v s for it. ?ali;i is
confidence i^- the re-lity of f-e subjective in o position to th,
limitations or laws of nature an,, reason. n» sneciric object
of faith is miracle. Pal th i. boli on miracle
.
acle are absolutely inseparable. That, which la objectively
Lracle is subjectively faith. Mir^ole is the outward aspect of
faith; faith is the miracle of mind, the miracle of feelW,
Eaith is the infinite self-eert*iv>+ v „
taintythat his own subjective bein^ is ,he objective, absolute
beinr, the beinr of beim -
_
lhe essence of faith is the idea
that that which r,an washes actually is. A miracle is a
~
~
naturalistic wish realized - nothin- ,ore, The belief nil._
acle accepts wishes as realities. The fundamental^ of
Christianity conceminr Mortality, an over-rulin- Evidence,
a God Whc hears and answers nrayer, are sirT l, wishes of the
heart
-hat have b<?en ortmlttti.amzed into objective formulae. fnis U
tru» ksgflaia th » ajUEhait um aa f
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of will uid deed, of ftUhiag and reality. m rftllfio* what is
felt or wis ; ed has OOme to be regarded as real.
Taith in. a future life is faith In the true life of t hi
present, faith In a future life is not ffcith in another unvnowi
life, bat in the truth, the i-finitude and the neipetuity of th
life here below. The future life is the pi-***** in the mirror
of the Imagination. Paitn In the future life la faith i- the
eternity and Infinitum of personality - it t« the faith of man
All the m,.ral relations of life, of MNM l0 »ir,;
,
of
parents t.o children, of nan to :,an are se reii„i„ as
. rh*f
have a sanctity in themselves without the blessin, of priest or
the consecration of
-harch, or .it he at beinr sacred by „
external cooperation TVnt dov,. ^
1 . iha alOtia is rej^rous marriage which i S
.true narriare
,,il these human rei.tir^ ..- c»™" lations aiv onlv mor-ai when
they are enjo.ed In a moral apm, when II " v, msm -ue., ara regarded a^
sacre d in the i<5( brnc mu>*ywteii »i, The same conclusion is reached baa. was
assumed at the out.* as
. startW point: fel tvgtmiiig, middl
and and of reliricn is man.
m - ieadinrFrom tne consideration of some of the ethical teachers
of Feuerbach, we pass on to „ • ose of comte.
In prese^tinr the fundamental principles of the
-ositive
Philosophy, Comte says:-
"-rom the study of the development of human km eli>.-e~ce
, In
all direct. ons, and threat* all Limes, the discovery mn of
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a great fundamen «,al law, „~ which it is necessarily subjept and
Which has a social foundation of proof, both in the facts of o*
or pari[izat Ion and in o— hi^t^ric^l ex>'cr ence, 'he law is this:
that each of our Itsding conc^uois,- Sa*h branch of oar knowl-
edge,- passes sueeesnvel;/ through three rUff* rent thecx-eoj.#a3
conditions: the Theological, o»* fl#t Itloufl ; th« Matarihysisal, ci
abstract; and h 4» scientific , or positive. * * * * The fi v*st is
the necessary point of depar t„-j r~ of t he h-«man understanding; anc
the third is its fixed and definitive state. The second is merely
a state of transition. In the theological sr.ar.e, »hs human mine
seeking the essential nature of beings, the first and final
causes (the origin aid p irpos*] of all effects,- in short,
absolute knowledge,- supposes all phenomena to be produced by
the immediate action of supernatural beings. In the metaphysi-
cal state, which is only a modification of the first, the mini
supposes, instead of surer-natural beings, abstract forces, veri-
able entities (that is personified abstractions) inherent in
all beinrs and capable of producing all phenomena. What is
called the explanation of phenomsnj is, in this stare, a mere
reference of each to its proper entity.
In the final, the positive state, the mind has riven over
the vain search after Absolute motions, the origin a- d destina-
tion of the univer.s, and the causes of phenomena, and applies
itself to the study of t eir laws - that is, their invariable
relations of succession and resemblance. Keasoni-* a-d obser-
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vat ion, duly combined, are the means of this knowledge . What
is ^ow understood when we speak of an explanation of facts is
simply the establishment of g eonneetion bstveen tingle phoneme*
na and some general facts, the number of which continually di nil »
ishes with the progress of science.
The Theological system arrived at the bight*! perfection oj
which it is capable, when it substituted the providential actio*
of a single r ei-r r r the varied operations of t if numerous
divinities which had be^ before imagined. Tn the Mm way
, In
the last sr,ar-e of the "eta^ hysical system, men substitute one
great entity M ature) as the. caise of all phenomena, instead of
the multitude of entities at first supposed.
In the same way, again, the ultimate perfection of the
Positive system would be (if such perfection could be toped for]
to represent all phenomena as particular aspects of a si- r ie
general fact;- |U«h as Gravitation, for instance." * * * • •
"The first characteristic of t he - csitive PhiUaophf is
that it regards all phenomena as subjected to invariable natural
Laws. Our business is,- be* rat* is any research into
what are called causes, whetuer first or final,- to pursue an
accurate discovery of these Laws, with a view to redueing them
to the smallest possible number. py speculating upon causes,
we (JOJ.li solve -o liffieulty about origin and purpose. Our
real business is to analyze accurately the circumstances of
phenomena, and to connect them by the natural relations of sue-
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cesei.cn a^d resemblance.
•
(Conte's positive Philosophy »Vol»I, pp«l (2 f 5»]
|donceminr the influence of tradition! cornte says!"
"The diminishing influence of traditions as human devel-
opment proceeds, and the growing preference of writcen to oral
transmission, must modify the expression of the iwtttlni nt among
the moderns, if not the ssntimsnt itself; bat whatever point
social progression may attain, it will always be supremely i
portent that man shoald not regard him-elf as a being of yest*r-
Iday, a^.d that the whole of his institutions and customs should
connect, by a system of intellectual tmA material tokons hll
rsmsmbrancee of the entire past with Hs rT es for t-e future.
The tendency of the revolutionary philosophy is to foster a dis-
dain of the p.st, on account of iti no ij ties; ] need not add
that the positive philosophy, which taVes history its scie~-
|fcific basis, which represents al3 the men of all times as co-
tpjeraUng in the same
-volution, and which persevering connect
all the existing progress with th*» wsni» r r «v,»" ? _ _ ilc nuj,c C J antecedent human
action, is t'-oro j-v' n j OT,+ .j . „
-
J adaPted *° confine thi idea and sentiment
>f social continuity. In fact, we see that the region of the
rositive sciences is the only one in which this reverent co-or-
dination of the
-resent *ith the w-
'
' V. n«s wixnstood the en-
croachments of t'-><* ri»voiut<n*«a«f •
^T- . '
fl™iutionaiy philosophy which, in every
other connection, would almost have us believe that reason a- d
nustice arv creations of our day."
(Positive philc - "
. Vol, II, p. 1.14.)
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Upon the r.arri arre relation Corate remarks; "We cannot too rever-
ently admire that universal natural disposition on which all
association ir. --rounded, by which, in the state of marriage,
however imperfect, the strongest instinct of oar animal nature,
at once satisfied a^d disciplined, occasions harmony instead of
the disorder which would arise from |ta license. It was ot to
be expected that, when the revolutionary st irit was attaching
every tM^f else, it should allow mtupriftaw to escape,- ponnectwfl
as it has hitherto bean with the theological p4 ilosophy. %#n
the positive philosophy shall have established t ne subordination
of the sexes, and in that, the principle of marriage and of
family, it will take its stand o- an exact k-cwi-d-e c .r - j m
-ature, followed by an appletatIon of social develop ent as a
whole, and of the general Phas« which it now presents; and in
doinp- bhi« it will extinguish the fancies by which the i 1" tita-
tion if t,t j r< ent v i scrdd i ted arid I strayed.
ho iotrbt narria~e, like every other human concern, andermoe(f>
modifications as human development, proceeds. Modern marriage
at- constituted by Cathol i ci sm , is radically different, in
various respects, from i\o.man marriage, as t'^at differed prom thd
Greek, and both, i^ a much greater decree, from the ^^yptian or
Oriental, eve^ after the est abli shment o f Mo^o r\amV . it ie un-
disputed that these modi ficat io?^s have not come to any end, and
that the- <-v n ?.t social reconstitute on for whi ch we are looking
will establish the general character of the asso ciation, wtrt ch
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ill. prf-c^ding Modifications have rrogressiv ly developed."
(positive philosophy, Vol.i], r.iii.
)
Co nte's view as to the changed belief in. ~ rovidence and pr?vf»r
is this present ed:
-
"We^at this day, find o irsflvcs able after suitable train-
ing, to demote ourselves to the study of the laws of r»hfino-:en?,
without heed to their first and final causes: but still we de-
tect ourselves occasionally yielding to tne infantine r;iri.osity
wnich pretends to a power of khowinp t.ie ori- in ana e-.d of all
things* But such severity of reaton as w - are capable of has
become attainable only since the accumulation of cur '<>iowledre
las yielded us a rational hope of finally discovering the
natural laws tnat were altogether out of reach, in the early
states of the human mind; and the only alternative from total
± i^hiviT.y was, in tncsc days, in tne urguit of the inaccessi-
ble subjects which are represented by the theological philoso-
phy* The moral and- social grounds of this philosophy were as
necessarv as the intellectual. Its mor^l influence was to in-
s-ire man with confidence enough for action by animating him
with a sense of a position of supremacy. There is sometninp
niching in tne contrast between the ac+uaJ -nn-v-r*
exercise over external nature; j ist as tnere is in his exp«cta-
of understanding matters which are inaccessible to reason
practical «nd the specular.i ve expectation alike belong to
ni a]
i
-

the theological philosophy
. Supp osing all p-.Momsna to be regu
lated by supernjman will,. man may. hope to modify the universe b
his destr^sj not. by his personal resources. i it b/ the acce ct*
Vhiah he believes himself to have to the imaginary beings whose
newer is unlimitedl Thereas if , i^r*> rvr, < n , 1 , »i ^ .; ,-v*. *nw*vmm t »j no awai e irom T.ne 5•ginning
that the universe is subject to invariable laws, the certainty
that he could no more influence than understand then would 30
discourage him that he would remsi- forerw In his apathy, in-
tellectual and moral, We find ours-lves to ,Hv
SLth iuper^atural *id is our difficulties and sufferings In
proportion as we obtain a gradual control ov?r nature by a
knowledge of her ltflj bat the r.ces of men were in an Opposite
condition. They could obtain confidence ,and th»rtft>re courage,
only from abov-, and through the illtialf»M of mm tin i«
power residing tnere w*Ti/»h «n-iVj
^, iixcn co ad, on any occasion, affurd them
irresistible aid* * * *
—r This se, J(w to me the leading as^eet or *.« 1 , -,e vi remarkable
state which is prod iced in the human brain by the important in-
tellectual and moral phenomenon of praytrj the admirable pro-
perties of whiah, when it has attained its full ;-hy siolur i c »1
efficacy, are very manifest iw J h* imii*. b
'
1 w uicbi m iiie earlier stare of ^roirrpKc »
- O W O© ^
(positive Pi.?loizoi y c 1,11, p.13*,)
Concerning the altruistic relations of man to man uno"H the
basis of positivism, Comte sv/s:- "Under this system of general
education, Morality till be immovably based upon positive phil-

Gl
osophy as a wnole* Human nature being o~e of the branches of
positive k^'Wledge , it will be understood how childhood is to b<l
trained in good habits by ".qeans of the best .prepossessions ; and
|
how those habits and views a re afterwt^rds to be rationa.li zt u
,
so as solidly to establish the universal obligations of civil-
ized Man,) duties personal, domestic, and social, with the mod-
ifications that will be required by changes in civili zat ic
.
We have seen how all connection between theological faith d
morality has long been recognized as arbitrary; arid any auch
degree of theological unity as is necessary for affording a
basis to morality, wo aid now- suppose a vast system of h/pocriay
which, if it were possible, would be fatal to the very morality
it proposou t
_
Lstain. In the present state of the must ad-
vanced portion of the human race, the positive spirit is the a
only o~e which, duly systematized, can at once generate univer-
sal moral convictions and permit the riye of a spiritual author-
ity independent enough to regulate its social application. At
the same time, the .social sentiment, as a part of :^r;-.is can be
fully developed only by the positive philosophy, because ii
alone contemplates and understands the whole of human nature.
The social sentiment has hitherto been cultivated o^ly in an in-
direct and even contradictory ranner, under trie th* logical
philosophy first, which gave a cnaracter of exorbitant selfishmis
to all moral acts; and then under the metaphysical
, which bases
morality on self-interest. Human faculties, affective as well
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as Intellectual, can be developed only by haL i - ...*1 asaxai so; am
positive morality, which teaches the habitual practice of good-
ness without any other certain recompense than internal satis-
faction, mast be much more favorable to the growth of the bene?*
olent affections than any doctrine which attache* d.vctedness
itself to personal consideration*,- the admission of wnich alio', s
no fair play to the claims of our generous instincts. It will
be long before habit, sustained by powerful interests, will per-|
rnit the systematizing of morality without religious taterwctioJ;
and when if, is so done, it will he by the fulfillment itself
silencing all controversy: and this is why no other part of the
great philosophical task can be nearly so important in deterg-
ing the regeneration of modem society, hu m*±tv mJ or k«
ed as still in a state of infancy, while its laws of conduct ar
derived from extraordinary flatten,, a*t not from a wise esti-
mate of its own nature and condition.
(Positive philosor v. r
.
Vol. II. P..j94-.)
As to the nature of the method of investigation in Positiv-
ism, Comte says:- "The positive Philosophy is aUtiitgulcha*
from the ancient by nothing so much as in its rejection of all
inquiring Into causes, firat and final; ani its confi-in. re-
search to the invariable r-^i t \ m a iwwiaDi ela ions v.aich constitute natural
la"/s. The true idea of the nature of research being thus at-
tained, the ^ext step was to determine tne respective offices
of observation and reasoning, so as to avoid the tang,* of
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empiricism on the o e hand, and mysticism On the other. V.'e
have accordingly sanctioned, in the one relation , the now popu-
lar maxim of Bacon, that observed f^cts ar • the only basis of
sound spec -ilation ; so that we ar;ree r,o what I wrote a quarter
of a century aro that no proposition that is not finally re-
ducible to -che enunciation of a fact, partisalar or general, cai
offer any real and intflligible meaning. * • * * * The neat
important feature of the positive met nod is the accordance of
its speculative conclusions with the development of popular
p;ood sense. The time is past for speculation, awaiting divine
information, to look down upon the modest course of popular wis-
dom. As lonp as philosophers were searching into causes, while
the multitude were nb^rviorr indications, there was noth n* in
com ion between thorn: but now that philosophers are enquirinr
for laws, their loftiest speculations are in essential combina-
tion with the simplest popular notions, differing in decree or
mental occupation, but not in kind. I have repeatedly deelared
in this work that the philosophical spirit is .imply a methodi-
cal sense to all subject accessible to human reason,- practica
wisdom having been unquestionably the agency by which the old
speculative methods have been converted i to sound oies, by
human contemplations having been recalled to their true objects,
and subjected to due conditions. The positive method is, lik<
the theological and metaphysical, no invention of any special
mind, but the product of the general mind; and the positive

philosopher takes tne spontaneous wisdom of mankind for hia
radical type, and generalizes and systematizes It, by extend-
ing it to abstract s
:
ecalat ions
, which have thus obtained the
advancement that they exhibit, both in tneir natura and treat-
ment .
(positive p ilosophy, Vol.1 J. r.42-4.)
Upon the need of a broader basis for morality tnan that fumi e
ed by religion, Comte says:- "Morality mast become mor, .-.cti-
cal than it ever could be under religipus influences, because
personal morality will be sewn in its true r«latitma. vi tfe-
drawn from ail influencea of personal prudence, and recognized
as the basis of all morality whatever, and therefore as % matte
of general concern and public rule. Tne anal ant a some se,
of this, which tney co old not r .+ • * ~ * ^ •j v. iiou ecu • y out, d.Md Cainoncism lost
it by introducing a selfish and imaginary aim. We should rix
our attention or. tne advantages that must arise from the eoncen
t rat ion
of. human efforts on an actual life, individual and col-
lective, which Man is impelled to ameliorate as much as pcsrttft<
in its wnole economy, according to the who la of the : .ea-ns withir
his power,- among which moral raxes certainly hold tne very
£irst place because they especially admit of the universal con-
currence in which our chief power resides* If we are thu
fain Ix^^aia ou tne xaure by a sense c.
the value of me present, thia will equalize life by discourag-
ing excessive economical j rep aratio :; while a so na aj>preciatic

of our nature, in rriiiuii /icio i& or unrcguxa^u ^ropensitiea ori
ginally abound, vixu render common and unanimous tne obligation
to discipline , and regulate oar vario is .inciiiiaoiunb, Again,
the aeientiJic ana :iiu±'al conception of man as the Shi 9/ oi' tiio*
economy oi' nat u*e vix,i be a o tuady stimulus o tne cultivation
Of the noble qualities, affective as well as intellectual, wnicji
place him at the; head oi die living hierarchy. There can be no
danger of apathy in
.
position like this,- wi th the genuine una
just pride of ouch pre-eminence soiling witnin as; and above
us the type of perfection, b^low vmicn fa mast eemaia, frut wnic|i
will ever be inviting us upwards. The result .ill be a noble
boldness in developing the greatness of man in all directions,
tree from the oppression of any fear, and limited only by the
conditions of life itself."
fpoaitivi Philosophy, voi.ii. p.-iuO.)
Oomte says concerning the JUture life snat the preaent life mil
come to its real riohneaa and fuilnesa only as we dismiss from
our minds ail thoughts about a furore JlfF, CBSt DVaTB touches
us to forget s^if and to liv.. for o.ucrs, and tju* tfefi o-iy im-
mortality that we are led to look forward to is th, injmor tali ty
of o ir influences
.
"The poaitiva philoaopm is (51 first tnao has eaoertainedl
the true point of view of social mor*l4*y, Tne metaphysical
ft&ne
.
loned egotism; and Lha thebloglaaA subordinated real life
to an imaginary on,; KHilfl the n^v pniiosophy takes social BM

i ty for tiics basis of its whole system. The two forme) sysi-e,
were so lit. Lie favorable to the rise of the purely disintere
affections, that they often led to a donatio denial of tnei,
existence; tne o e bein^: addicted to scnolastic subtleties, and
the other to co> siderations of personal safer.y. No set of feel
inr;s can be fully developed otherwise than by special and pemil >
nent exercise; and especially if thay are not naturally ve.y
prominent; and tne moral sense,- the social decree of which is
its completes! manifestation,- co ud be only im- erfeefcly ins^i-
-fcuted by the inairect and lac ti Lio.^ col tare of a preparatory
stage. We have yet to. vitneBj tne laoral sup.:- Li»rijj qJ A .j.
fc_sy.» *V *mch connects jach .f is with the whoie of human exist-
ence, in all times and places. The raatriatica of ooj . Aj,ja c
lions to actual life must furnish aew means of connecting oui
individual development Axon the universal progression, the gxo
in£ regard to which irill afford the onlv «n .cihia • o ^
most possible, satisfaction to oar HAturml aspiration after
eternity, for instance, the sarupuloTJ rtapsat |o? human life,
wnich has always increases witn oar social progression, must
strenCtnen more and more as the chimeric:! hope dies out wh**
disparages the
x resent life as merely accessory to tne one in
p rosp ec t
.
w
[positive Philosophy. V^l.II. P. 4,1.)
myooctt ou b^ir4ij,ai ^ze gome ut me cardinal principles of
<
-
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Comte fix. the data of the quotations ^iven.
All phenomena ar« subject to invariable lurs. thi search
after causes is fruitless. The great basinets of lire it* not t|
spend it in the vain search mi^i 2?„i~jl first arid final, bat t
discover and to formulate t.;e laws that govern phenomena
. T -
ditions have a value mich should be u\.^ raised at the ' w — -
wortn, We can understand uu, present and forecast the future #
only as we connect ourselves with the past. The positive phu-
o&rphy takes history for its scientific basi;> - tin. nisWty
which connects all existing progress v;i tiie whole of anteced-
ent 'human action. In the social relation s, the marriage it ra i
the fulfillment of human, not of legal, requirements, Harriag
like every other numan institution, will undergo modifications
jUs- human development proceeds. W^-.n if. shall attain unto its
true form, the scope of ts vows and obligations will include
an exact knowledge of human nature, the physical c~nd mental adap-
tation of each to other of the nartipR pvtf^,.inrr rsr« +1 ,UBI w 1 i ,txl i> j ^b cntei mg xriuo one com-
pact, and the relation Lhnt It be-ira to ine wnoiti trend of
social development.
. Belief in a filvlne pro»i4 «rcfl la a d± a&a
and faith in thejefficacy of prayer is a myth, that men come to
regard as meaningless, when they find luamt elves able to dis-
pense with supernatural aid in their difficulties, in property,
as they obtain a gradual control over nature by a knowledge of
her laws. Morality must have a broader basis upon which to
rest than taat cf religion. Only upon the basis of the positivi

phiiosojliy will morality succ -d in acoom] lish-ng what i t hftft
thus far failed to accomplish! driving oat egoism and bringing
in Altruism. The conclusions reached by the Positive philosophy
are those that accord with the development of tiie popular £500
sense. There arises a common bond of symp athy bo V'/t. ^ n lcsopr
ers and the common people, when philosophers drop their fruiti
investigation inc-o causes and begin ana carry on their practice]
search after laws.
If morality is to become at all practical, all selfish and
imaginary aims mast be ruled out.
The dominating influence that prompts moral action should
be subjective satisfaction and not the thought of remct.
,
object
tive reward. In proportion as ire dismiss all thoughts of a
future life, do we exalt, ennoble and enrich the present life.
The more we magnify a chimerical, future life and hoia 'it h^forj
our minds as a brilliant Brosneet chh mr>ye> -in i 1 *
1 -\i uiv/x c aw »t iiiJ.aJ j[y etna
pauperize the present life.
Personal, objective immortality is undemonetrable and in-
conceivable. The subjective immortality, that coytti^af ft
memory and an. influence, is the only immortality that ire can
nosit with certainty, prom the exposition that has been given
of somp of the ; •iv-.cipal ethical t eachi-ip\s of Fouerbach and
Comte, we shall now seek to trace oui r ,i-u i-iutL t these teachings t^pv
f °
reap; ear in the Life and Letters, and Woi":s of George Eliot,
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In tiie article on Mackay's Progress of tne Intellect, pab-
lishsd in the Westminister Review in January 1851, anji as quote!
_ln her Life, are the following remarkable passages:
-
•Our civilization, and yet more, oar religion, are an anomalous
blending of lifeless barbarisms, which have descended to is
like so many petrifactions from distant ages, with living ideas
the offspring or a trie process or development,
. "Tftt are^in
bondage to tor
.s and conceptions, which, having had their roots
in conditions of thought no longer existing, have ceased to pos
ess any vitality, and are for us as spells which have lost
virtue. The endeavor to spread enlightened ideas is perpetuall]
counteract
1
-
'
« f jjnia t.heatri
.
whicn huve allied themselve
on the one hand, with men's better senti enta a-mA twm **u~
with institutions in whose defence arc arrayed the passions and
the interests of dominant classes. Row, although the teaching
of positive truth i: the grand means of expelling error, the
process will be very much quickened if the negative argu ent
serve as its pioneer; if, by a survey of the past, it can be
ahown how sash ago and each race has had a faith and a symboli
suited to its need and its stage of develop*****,, and that for
succeeding ages to dream of retaining the spirit, along with th
forms, of the past, is ft| futile as the embalming of the dead
bodv thp i 10r^ that i + mBV ^v,^ j ,
' ' \ in ' ' ° e d»y be resumed bv the living
soul. It is Mr.vackay's faith that divine relation is not cor
tained excl usively or pre-eminently in the facts and Uspiratic
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of any one age or nation, but
is coextensive with the history of human develoj-.wie.nt
,
and is
perpetually unfolding itself to our widened experience and in-
vestigation, as firmament u} en firr.ament become;- visible to
-s
in proportion'to the power a^d range of oir exploring instra-
nents. The Master-key to this revelation is the recognition of
the presence of undeviating law in the material and moral world
of that invariability of sequence which is acv^owledp-ed to be t
baais of physical science, b it wnicn still i s perversely i ,„re
in our social organization, oar ethics, and our religion. U ijj
this invariability of sequence which can alone give v-l .e to ex-J
rerience, and rc ,der education, in the true •*?•, possible.
The divine yea and nay, the seal of prohibition and of sanction
are effectually impressed on hu. >an deeds and aspirations, not bj
means of Greek and Hebrew, but by that inexorable law of co^ se-
quences whose evidence i confi^ I i« fitMj p^ eaa i<i weakened as the
aGes advance; and human duty i s comprise in the earnest s t xdy
of this law a-,d patient obedience to its teaching. While this
belief sneds a bright beam of promise on the f.,ui-e career of
our race, it Ueht, Jp wnat oncc 80c:led tne d!.esriest rgrior q[
history with new interest; every p.8t j,hase of ..^
_
ment is part of that edacatio" of the M.i .... ,m w.ucn we are shar-
5J every rni.tave, every absurdity, int0 wMch p0or hUmaj|
mature has fallen, may be looked on as an experiment of which «
nay reap the benefit.
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A correct generalization gives significance to the smallest
detail, just as the great inductions cf p-eolory demonstrate in
every pebble the work In rr of lawa by which one earth has become
adapted for the habitation of man
. In this view reliricn a-^d
philosophy are not merely co-ciliated, they are identical; or,
rather, religion is the crown an* c nsummaticn of philosophy -
the delicate corolla which can only spread o if its petals in mil
their symmetry and brilliance to tne sun when root and brmfa
exiiibit the conditions of a healthy and nr.roas life."
(Life. Vol.1. P. 183.)
In a letter to the Erays
,
Jan. 1353, she says:
-Heaven
help us! said the old religion; ih€ new one> from itg ff?? ^
of that faith, will teach us all the more to help one another."
(Life. vol. I.?. 217.)
In a letter to Mrs.^o^by, Dec. 10, 1374 she says:-
* b0°kS haVG f° r *****
-
conclusion the opposite
of that in which your studies seem to have painfully i^rise-ed
tpu
-
a conclusion ,iu,uo which I co.ld «et ha^ cared to write
-y representation of human life - n^ely
, t,at Uie fe
Ntween man and man which ha, bee. thi Drl».^, m
—
n L
- ie
I iri ciple of develcr- .
nent> social and moral ie r,n* , , .viux, s no, dependent on conceptions of wnat
M not man: and that the idea of nod, so far as it has been a
ligh spiritual influence i- thp i or a^
»
Aw xne laSd a goodness entirely
luman, that is, an exaltation of tnc human."
(Life. Vol. IT J. P.l/.i.)
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In the concluding words of t..e review of Lecky's History: The
Influence of Rationalism, she says: "The supremely important
fact, that the gradual reduction ef all phenomena within the
sphere of established la*, which carries as a consequence the re
jectior of the. miraculous , has its determining current in the
development of physical science, seems bo have engaged compar-
atively little of his attention; at least, he gives it no prom*
inence. The great conception of universal, regular sequence,
without partiality and without caprice - the conception which
is the most potent force ia the modification of oar fuith, and
of the practical form ^iven to our sentimwnts - cc ild only grow
out of that patient watching of external fact, ar.d that silenc-
ing of preconceived notions which arp n^rn + i * a ^ t** •*» « ui^ta upu „ tne mma by tag
problems of physical science."
(Essays. P. 120.)
In speaking of the invariability of thai*. i nv,c , ^ rA
.Laws, and the reiatiu 1
of man to them, in rprorrinrr tn H^i.
,
aciei/ing o una s sorrows In Mr.Gilfil's
jCve Story &; ; e s vr •- nuiiiu + ^--,-.*<iUe this poor rttttB art was beinrbruised with a weight igrj * WL n too heavy for it Nat a-P wao •
,
n ui e lyas aoldijqg onher calm inexorable way, i n unmovPi „«4
>le bp----eauty
. me
-
e iusn-ng in taeir eternal courses; the tides swelled
to the level of tne last ev* pntn-nt v-^, • +• n .cja
4 ec u need, tae sun was nrkinr
brilliant day tc busy nations on the other side )p a*
earta. The atrean ef hunan th-ught and deed ftf Uarryi^ an4
broadening onward. Ifat irtrwta* was at ',1s tele 8C or e; t: ie
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great ship's were laboring over the waves; the toiling eagerness
of coiTTierpe, t u.e fierce spirit revolution, vere o^ly ebbing in
brief rest; the sleepless statesmen were dreading the possible
crisis of tie morrow. What were oar little Tina and her trouble
in. this mighty torrent, rushing from one awful unknown to an-
other? Lighter than the smallest centre of quivering life in
the water-drop, hidden and uncareri for as the pulse of angui sh
in the breast oi' the tiniest bird that has fluttered down to
4£*"nest with the long-sought food, and has found the r.est torn
u-.d. snip ty .
(Scenes of Clerical Life, P.Ik:--.)
in the "ill on the Flcss, sne speaVs of the incompleteness
of Maggie Tulliver *s education because sne was "unhappily ^aite
without that knowledge of the irreversible laws within and sitfr-l
out her, which ,. governing the habits, becomes inoraiioy, and
developing the feelings of submission and dependence, bee
religh ..•
(Mill ?..c^, P,,ooj,)
In a, letter to Sara II: roll, OoM«E 0, i;'-. ;3, sue t»ays:
the soul ib just liberated from the wretched giant's bed of
dogmas on which it has been racked and streicned ever since it
began to think, there is a feeling of exultation a^d stronr
"Ope,- We think we shall run well whew we have tne full us--- or
our limbs and the bracing air of independence, and we believe
that we shall soo>-> obtain something positive, *hich will not

only more than c<. mpens&te i^r *iwt we .iave I'o^oarctd, bat
will be so well worth offering to others that we venture to
proselytize as fast as our zeal for truth may prompt as, B-rt
a year or two of reflection, and the experience of oar own mise:
able weakness, which will ill afford to part even with the
cratch of superstition, must, I think j effect a change. Sy ec-
ulative truth begins to appear but a shadow of individual minds
Agreement between intellects see^s ur-at tf.inable , and we turn to
the truth of feeling as the only universal bond of urion. We
find that the intellectual errors^wliiiau we once fancied Ifri
mere inorustation^have grown into the living body, and that v,t
cannot, in the Majority of oases, French them away without de-
stroying vitality. We bepin to find that with individuals, as
with nations, the only safe revolution is one arising out of thd
wants which their own progress has generated It is t'^e uaack-
ery of infidelity to suppose that it has a nostrum for all man-
kind, and to say to all and singular, "Swallow my opinions and
you shall i
. wiole.* If then fa SYp m - • iWa ^ .
ex-.itions from trying to reorganize opinions, are we to re:.uJ. i
aloof from our fellow creature* on occasions Wh*n pre may ft****
sympathize frith the feelings exercised, al.n...gn ritf own haxfl
been melted into an.me; mould? flight ire not. on evu', f
A A or-
t unity to seek to have our filings U harmony, tnough not ia
anion, »Uh those who are often richer in the ffruiti of faith
though nu, iii reason, than Ov 11 selves?
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(Life, Voi.l. P«S&«)
To Charlea Bray, Nov.i^, lbo/, -she says; •ray own experience and
ueveloprru nc deepen eve:', day a* coiw.cnon that our noral prog-
Pita may be aveaeoreA by the degree i» ty1**? rtU iyapathiaa »i«a
individual suffering ana iaaUwiduai |0*« Tne IM* Ua*t t» tfce
scheme or oh^ngs we set a constant and tremendous sacrifice of
individuals, is, it aeems t<Q me, only one of trie man., proofs
frfcat urge upon as oar total riabUa/ uo find m oar o.rn M^tl
a kej to the Diwiae (vsuij, I cu <ld more road^u./ fcUCV Chr ± s-
tian, and worship Jes ts again, than embrace a Tneisrn which pro-
fesses 10 explain the proceedings of God."
(Life. Voi.i. p.^o.».)
In Janet's Re enttrnce, in speaking of tne force of those ideas
that come through the awenue of tht feelings, the sympatnics,
she says:- "Blessed influence of one true loving human soal on
another! Not calculable by algebra, not deducible by logic, but
mysterious, effectual, mighty as tne hidden process by which
the tiny seed is quickened, and bursts fortn into tall stem and
broad leaf, and glowing tasseled flower. Ideas are often poor
ghosts; our sun-filled eyes cannot discern them; they pass
athwart us in thin vapor, and cannot make themselves felt. But
sometimes they are made flesh; they breatne upon us with warm
breath, they touch us with soft res] o sive hands, they look at
us with sad, sincere eyes, and speak to us in appealing to^es;
they are clothed in a living human soul, with all ita conflicts,
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its faith, and Us love. Then their presence is a power, them
they shake us like a passion, and we are drawn after them witH
gentle compulsion , as f1 ume its ATM* %t flame *
(°ceies of "lericai Lift P
Tn present i ng the im] or .mce of traditions, and in urging tne
belief that feeling is more important tnan logic, because it
brings to us those treasures of tne past, the rich, long- accural*
lating, inherited experiences of tne race, she says: "Our sen-
timents may be called organized traditions; and a large part
of our actions gather all tneir justification, ali tneir
attraction and aroma, from the memory of tne lif lived, of ohe
action? d^ne, before we were born, trie absence of any pro-
found research into psychological functions or into tne myster-
ies of inheritance, in the absence of any comprehensive view
of man's historical development and the independence of o- e age
on another, a mind at all rien la sensibilities mast always have
had an indefinite uneasiness in an und i s t i nru i sh 1ng atoack on
the coercive influence of tradition."
(The Influence of Rat fcp -au i sm*
Leeky's ^ibtory Essa.v s P lie )
In a letter to **r« "ennell, July /, ldOO, ackno xl edging tne re-
ceipt of »dss wennell'a book entitled »Tnoughts i- Aid of Faith*
w
George Eliot says:- "I especially delight in tne passage, page
105, beginning "And how can it be otherwise," and ending witn,
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"formal rejection of it," On this and ether supremely interest-
ing matters of thought - perhaps I should Bay of experience -
your book has shown me that we are much nearer to each Other
than I had supposed. At page 174, again, there is a passage be-4
ginning, "these sentiments" and ending with "heroes", which, ffli|r
me, expresses the one half of true human piety. T^at thought
is one of my favorite altars where I oftenest go to contemplate
and to seek for invigorating motive."
Following are the passages referred to in "Thoughts la Aid
of Faith", as quoted in the Life: "And how can it be otherwise
than real to us, this belief that has nourisned the souls of us
all, and seems lo have .moulded actually anew tneir internal con-
stitution, as well as stored them up with its infinite variety
of extern «*i interests and associations! What other than a verj
real thing has it been in the life of tne world - iprU Lg out of
and again causing to spring forth, such rolumea of human emo-
tion - making a ourrent, as ic were, of feeling, fcfcat has drawn
within its own sphere all me moral vitality of so .any ages!
In all thie reality of influence there is indeed the testimony <rf
Christianity naving truly formed an integral portion of the
organic life of humanity. The regarding it as a mere excrescence,
the product of morbid, fanatical humors, is a reaction of judg-
ment, that, it is to be hoped, will soon be seen on all nands
to be in no way implied of necessity in tne formal r«j«*tlon of
Again: "These sentiments, which are born witnin -is,
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lumbering as it were in our nature, ready to be awakened into
action immediately they are roused by hint of corresponding; cir-
cumstances , are drawn cut of the whole of previous human exist-
ence. They constitute our treasured inheritance oj.t. of all
the life that has been lived before us, to irhifth no are, no
human being who has trod the earth and laid himself to rest',
with all his mortal burden upon her maternal bosom, hat failed
to add his contribution. No generation has had its engrossing
conflict, sorely battling out of the triumphs of mind over matei)
ial force, and through forms of monetious abortions concurrent
with its birth, too hideous for as now to bear in contemplation,
moulding th« early intelligence by every struggle, and winning
its gradual powers - no single soul has borne itself through ita|
personal trial - without bequeathing to us of its fruit. There
is not a religious thought that we cake to ourselves for secret
comfort in our time of grief, that has not been distilled out
of the multiplicity of tne hallowed tear, of mankind; not an an-
imating idea is there for our fainting courage that has not
gathered its inspiration from tne bravery of the m/riad armies
of the world's heroes."
(Lif ,. Vc l.I I
. p. L82 . )
In continuation of this thought upon the corporate life of
the race, and of the powerful influence wrought upon national
life by the divine gift of memory, which inspires the momenus
with a p a8 t, a present and a future, sne says:-
-The Historic
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gaid.es us rightly in urging as co dwell 0" trie virtues of oar
ancestors with emulation, and to cherish oar sense of a com .on
descent as a bond of obligation. The eminence, the nobl enc ss of,
a peopie, depends on its capability of being stirred by memories
and of striving for what we call spiri uuai ends - ends which
consist not in immediate material possession, bat in the satis-
faction of a great feeling that animates tiie collective body as
with one soul , A people having the seed of wor uhiness in it
must feel an answering thrill, when it is adjured by the deaths
of its heroes who died to preserve its national existence; when
it is reminded of its small beginnings and gradual growth through
past labors and straggles, such as are still demanded of it, i>n
order that the freedom and well being thus inherited may be
transmitted i^i^airedto children and to children's children;
when an appeal against the permission of injus^.ice is made go
great precedents in its nistory and to the bet&er genius breach-
ing in its institutions. It is this living force of sentiment
in common which makes a national conscioa ness. Nations so
moved will resist conquest with the very breasts of , ne ir women,
will pay their millions and their blood to abolish slavery, will
share privation in famine and all calamity, will produce poets
to sing "some great ;-cory of a man", and thinkers whose theories
will bear the test of action,
^n individual man to be harmon-
iously great, must belong u nanon of tnis order, if not in
actual existence fet existing in the past, in memory , as a de-
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parted, invisiule, oeloved ideal, once roau-o/, BkZld peinaps
to be restored. Not only the nobleness of a nuviun defends on
the presence of fchis national consciousness , but also the noble-
ness of each individual citizen, O^j. diajnitj and roejtitu4i ait
proportioned to our senhc of relationsnip villi Offlothing great.,
admirable
,
pregnant with high possibilities, forthy or eaen*
fice, a continual inspiration 10 aelf~repreasior and discipline
by the presentation of aims large i and more aui'acuve to owe
generous parv, than the aeearing of personal ease or prosper* ty<
And a people possessing this good should aurajy fjtal nol onl)
ready s/mpatny with the effort of those who
,
having lost the
gooa, strive to regain it, but a pro found pity for any degra-
dation resulting from its loss; nay, ton*thing more then pity
when happier nationalities have made victims of the unfortunate
whose memories nevertheless are one very fountain to rfmch the
persecutors trace tneir most vaunted blessings* 1
(Theophrastua Fu-.h. P«127,J
In tae develop men, of tne individual life, George Eliot
makes the influence of tradi ,,on equally prominent. She has ex-
pressed the tnought in tne motto that heads chapuur XXI in Fell
Holt: «"Tis grievous, that wi th all amp li f i ca, 1 o n of travel
both by sea and land, a man can never separate himself from his
past hiatory.e (?eiix >#190# |
Experience gives coloring and permanence to bhe insard life*
The action between deeds and character is reciprocal: our deeds

ainfluence o ir lives and compel la certain lines of acoion,
and maturing character gives shape to deeds that ara still in
the future. Tins principle is powerfully shown m the dater-
iorat ion of character in Arthur Donni thorite and Tito Melema in
Adara Eede una Romola«
In Adam Bode she bays:- "Are yoa inclined oo ask Whether
this can be the same Arthur, who two months ago, had thai; fresh-l
ness of feeling, that delicate honor which shrinks from wounding
even a sentiment, and does not gonteaBylate any mo r u positive
offence as possible for io? - who thought that ius own Sulf-re-
apect Yas a higher or ib anal than any external Opinion! The samd
I ass ore yoa, only under different condioionr. Oar deeds deter-l
mine as, as much as we determine our deads; and anal ve know
what, has been or will be the peculiar combination of outward
witn inwara fects, mich constiouoes a man's critical actions,
will be better not to think ourselves viae about his character.
There is a terrible coercion in our deeds, which may firat uum
the honest man moo a deceiver, and than reconcile him oo the
change; for thia reason - that the second wi ung \ Paae* -s itself
to him in the guise of the only practicable ngnc. The action
which before commission has boon seen wi »h that blended QQnmon-
sense and fresh untarnished feeling, which is the healthy eye
of the soul, is looked at afterwards rith the laita 0| apologetic
ingenuity, through all things Which Men call beautiful and ogly
are seen to be made up of textures WfTj much alike.
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Europe adjusts iuself to a r_ai_u accompli , and ~c does an indivi
ual character,- mtil the placid adjustment is disturbed o 7 ^
convulsive rotribut ion." (Adam Rede. P.- 0.)
Afoti' Tito Malema had sold the jewels that his foster-father ha
given him uo sell for the money with vvhich to purchase Baldss*
sarre's ransom from slavery, and 'fi ^o nud basely decided bo re-
main in "Flo.-.iue ..nd en jo.' life rathe ihan search but his
foster* father ana ransom him, Georp-e Eii* t sajrsl "U
b«4»* ^ v there is uiaacn a brood of guilty *is-ies «;iut,i
unwholesome infecting lift is cherished by Lbs a^kness, Kbe
•ontsminating effect of a.ui often i AC & iot> b in tne 0(aauiMS**u
tiiai» t"u lit. liwi^tiiicni, aaj out nt ol our desires - the enli stmei
of our self-interest on tne siae of falsity; as, ur. ohe othsJ
hand, the purifying influence of public confession springs from
the fact, that by it the nope in lies is forever swept assy, un.
the soul recovers the noble altitude of simplicity,"
(Eomola. P.
After Tito had ^one still far ..her i>- repUdlfftln^ Eta foster-
father, George Eliot say&l "0^: deeds ar- like children Mrt&t
are born to isj they live and act apart from our own ill .Nay , children
may be strangled, but deeds never: they have an indestructible
life, both in and out of our consciousness* and th*l
vitality of deeds was pressing hard on Tito for tne first uime.
(R. I .. P.x 0.
)
After he had been brought f<*ee to fc~ce with his foster-father.
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Ecildcit toui'tt', nud refused recognize him, and nau called him
madman, George Elioi, ^ays: "Tito was experiencing that inexox--
able law of human &«.ub , iiiat prepare ourselves fox- sudden
deeds by the reiterated cnoice oi" gcci or evil, tfhioh graaa«xxj
determines character*'
(Rw, tola, P. 204. )
This principle that, trie impression of oar nets is left a; on oai'
natures, is taken up into our motives, leads to feeling and i -
pulse, repeats itself in oar future oonduct, and tnat wnat is
done determines o xr na cures in their character and tendency for
t ie future, again fi as expression in these words, after Tito
Meierna has completely sold himself to evil] "All the motives
which might have made Tito shrink from the triple deceit that
came before him as a tempting game, nad been slowly strangled
in him by the successive falsities of his life. Our lives make
a moral tradition for oar individual suvis, aa Eh« lire of man-
kind at lurg^j .uakes a moral tradition for the race* and to have
once acted noblv sema a r^vcim w« r , 1 ••
> ~
b UaSun "ny we anuald always be noble.
But Tito »as feeling the effect of an oppo.it. tradition; he had
won no memoriee or »kxft«onque* t and Derfeet f.4.v.*,i
which he cuald have a sense of failing "
(Romola, p.oi ,)
Ihe "Union- bo-rrern George Fliot and George Henry Lu.ves begctn in
0.804. He had married, at an early nge, a *otaan who had been m-
rAitJaful ;o him. tfpon. tiej | mtjance and contrition, Lewes for-
x oia
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The fduo un&u iit; had condouJd u*^ inad 2 jit impossible for
him to secure a divoj. according -o the a. >. b of E-r 'gl«-nd a c ona
time, Wnea Lewes »nd George Eliot met, a strong attachment
sprang up between them, As tney could not, be legally married,
she Agreed to live with him as his «iie «iunowt.t one formal* Ly
of a marriage ceremony and thua their •Union* began, Tnis
•Union* was one or complete adaptability, congeniality of taste i
and Hit er
.
t o o
,
and mvxu^al happiness, Soitie four years «foe*
their "Union" ire Tind the entry in George Eliot's journal con-
cerning it: "Our doable life is more and more blessed - mom
and mo re com] let e ,
And within a month following .his we reed t_e entry .Made
in the Journal of Mr. Lewes: "I owe Spencer another and deeper
debt. It was through him that I learned to know Marion - to
know her was to love her - and since then my Hie haj been a
new birth. To her t owe all m, nrnerpntv a ^x 0.11,11, llc * 1 -11 m/ pros] c^iiiy ana «ii m? hap] ineea
God bless herl
"
(Life Vo i.II
.
P.oo.
)
The intensity of the affection existing between them is seldom
equaled in one annals of matrimony 4 After completing any of hei
great books, the manuscript concludes fltfi a dedication, of one
work ,0 ri«J "dear huefeanti "
The manuscript of "Roinola" may be selected as an example.
The inscription runs onus: "To one husband whoae perfect love-
has been the best eouree of her insight and strength, tnis mam-
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script is given by iiis devoid =<ife, the writer,*
(Life. Vol,XI. p #25 .
)
01' all her works, Homola was trie novel Vhioh most fc&xed th* en-
ergies of her mind, and most exhaaboed hor bodily strength. She
said to Mr. Cross: "I began it a young woman - I finisxiod 1 o an
old toman,' (Life. Vol.11, p. 255.)
And yet nine years after this the inscription of Middlemarch to
Mr .Lewes still shows undiminished affection for her "Gcoire", as;
she lovingly called him: "To my dear husbr.pd, OOCrgS TTenry
Lewes, in this nineteenth year of our anion."
(Lift. Vol.111. P.121#J
The "Union" was one of immeaaarable benefit to Lt<»«„b. Ail the
works for which he y.'ili bo remember a ,,'ji'b wri Men daring ohos
years when he had uer sympathy and guidance. The •Union" was no
doubt of equal benefit to George tlx,.. I D was through thi ear-
nest and repeated solicitation of Mr.Lew^s
. Bns? c . itlt .
Jgan to write fiction. He w« her cone tent inspiration for larg-
er undertaking*. He managed all her business witn be* nubiisn-
r6 and relieved her of the most of fcer correspondence. He
shielded her as far as possible from intmialmi * . *i. +t. ,ji *"*' "Oiur | fao i-iiat she
[night be able to do her best work. His love and reverenot for
ber were unbounded, and exhibited on all occasions, public as
well as private. In a letter to Charles Bray, June, 1848, six
years before her "Union" with Gecr.n-e 'ferny Lewes, we find a
statement that shows even then a condition of mind tnat *o.u.d
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not look vfi T-ii disfavor upon one kind of a "Union" that she afteq
wa.rds made. Fhe says: "I nave read "Jane Eyre", And thall be
glad to know what you admire in it. All sell-sacrifice is ,~ood
but one would like it to be in a somewhat nobler cause than thatj
of a diabolical law which chains a man soul and body to a putre-
fying carcass. However, the book is interesting; only i wish
the characters would talk a little less like the heroes and
heroines of police repor ts
,
1
(Life. Vol.1. P.xo:,.)
This language is unusually denunciatory for one vho , do her la
er writings show, had really a earn admiration for the Bronte
Novels, including the chief one referred to. To Sara H »\\
,
April lo, 1857, she says: "Bu there is one now book *« have
been enjoying, and so, i hope, have jfou - the "Life of c..^riett<j
Bronte." Deeply affecting throughout; in the early part roman-
tic, poetic, as one of her own novels; in the later years
tragic, especially to those who know what sickness i ."
(Life. Vol.1.
Charlotte Bronte in her novel, "Jan* Eyre" MpytiWlti the neroi
of her story,- when the man, irhote eiie passionaiely iv,ves ana
whom she believee she could honorably wed, hoe been ehown bo be
the lawful husband of another, - as taking a far different posi^l
tion from that taken by George Eliot when she hei'self was placed
in conditions much the same.
Ac the very ^lcar Jane Lyre has first, luarned of ohe ex-
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istence of a wife hopelessly inline, Availing in concealment
under her husband's roof, a wife who, even in sane hoars, coald
never be other than an unfit and unloved companion^ jane Eyre
returns to her T.'aster'a house, only to depart, from those sur-
roundings, and from all that she hoias dear in the world.
Rochester, also heart*broken, pleads witn one friendlesa
and homeless girl ^° remain With him still, and not, to abandon
him to despair and ruinj urging irsg xn reality ne has no wife,
in spite of the law that so unjustly binds him, T ie promi—S to
fly with her to foreign la^ds Share none shall knfil th-ir
story. Eat, jane Eyre makes her resolate refusal in that*
words: *I will keep the law given by God, sanctioned by man. I
will hold to the principles received by me wnen y wai Sana, and
not mad, as I am now. Laws and principles are not for the time^i
when there is no temptation; they are for suen moments as this,
when body and soul rise m mutiny against their rigor* strin-
gent are they; inviolate they shall be. If at my individual
convenience I might break there , what would be tneir worth?
They have a worth - so j have always believed; and if I cannot
believe it now, it is because I am insane, quite insane, with
my veins running fire, and my heart beating faster than I can
count its throbs, preconceived opinions, foregone determination
are all that I have at this hour r.o stand by; there 1 plant my
foot ,
"
(Charlotte Bronte 'a jane Eyre, vol . I j .p . U3
.
)
Six years alter the utterance of the vehement words wri,,^ r.n
,
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Charles pray concerning "Ja^e Eyre*, George JU-iot found herself,
in her own life, confronted with the very ijaesu^n which had
been presented to one heroine of QharlOtte Brume's book. A
man whom she had learned to love, bat, *ho still legally
bo^nd as the husband of another, pleaded wiuh her to regard her*
self as his wife, despite the fact that neither ia« nor society
could recognize her as such. In her co.se the question was
differently met; the answer she pare »jas a quiet but decisive
yes
.
In accordance with that decision sne shaped her hi- for
the next twenty four years; and this in the face of a soc^ul
ostracism that cost her much for several years after the "Union
be^an, and from vrhich she was never wholly free as long as it
continued.
When she and Mr .Lewes returned to Ingland from their trip
abroad, that they took following their "Union", she was frowned
upon as a social rebel by the majority of persons, excepting
those intimate friends, arhc knew her motives and neveif faltered
in their friendships* She refers to her •Union v.ith ftr«I,ewes
in a l'-i s ) to Mrs.Bru s » T »." -w , »3w^u # .e, xojj, ix tnei e is any one
action or relation of my life which is, and Always has ou,n, Lj
profoundly serious, it i 3 my n iri^ ... u , T T
ever, natural enough tiiat you should i«t»ka
-
- ,uxbi,j.^e me m many «dj b,
for not only are you unacquainted with Mr.Lewis's real cnaractei
and the course of his actions, bat also U is several years now
since you and I were much togethea
,
and it is possible that the
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modificationd my mind has undergone may ba quite in the o^posiM
direction of what yoa imagine, Vo ona can be better aware tnar)
yourself that it is pobbible for two people to hold different
opinions on momentous subjects with equal sine or • t/ , and an
equally earnest conviction that their rcrgpwrtlYB opinions are
alone the truly moral ones. If we differ o^ we subject of mil
marriage l„..s, I at loaot jan believe ©f yoa that yoa cleave o
what yoa believe to be good; and $ don't know of any tiling in
the nature of year views that should prevent yoa from believing
the same of ma. How far we differ I think ae naither of as
know, for j am ignorant of year precise views; and, apparently,
you attribute to me bo h feelings and opinion! which are not
mine, We cannot set each other quite right in tnis mat tar m
letters, but one thing I can tell /on in few *ords. Lifht and
easily broken ties are what I neither desire tneoret ically nor
co.ad live for practically. Women Who are iatlMfiad With s-^ch
ties do not ac « as I have done. That any unworldly
,
unoape**«ti
.tioua. '^ei'son who is sufficiently acquainted *ith the realities
of life can pronounce my relation to Mr.Lewes immoral, I can
only understand by remembering how subtile and complex are the
influences that mould public opinion. But I do remember tnis:
and ? indulge in no arrogant or uncharitable thought! about
those who condemn us, even though we might have expected a some)!
what different verdict. Prom tne majority of persons, of cours
we never looked for anything but condemna .ion. We are leading fto

life of 6 elf- indulgence, except, 1 deed, that, being happy in
each other, we find everything easy. We arts working hard oo
provide for others better -han we provide fox' ourselves, and oo
fulfill every responsibility that lies upon us. Levity and
pride would not be a sufficient basis for that, pardon me if,
in vindicating m/self from some unjust conclusions, j seem toe
cold and self- asserting j should net care to vindicate myself
if j did not love you and desire tc relieve you of bhft palm
which you say these conclusions have given you. Wnat-.vxr I may
have misinterpreted before, I do not misinterpret your litter
this morning, but read in it no chine else than love and kindnesi
towards me, to which my heart fully answers yes. I should like
never to write about myself again; it is not healthy to dwell
on one's own feel ingi and conduct, but only to try and live
more faithfully and lovingly every fresh day .
*
(Life. Vol. I. p.^oo.)
Concerning the social ostracism that she was obliged to me.c at
one time of her
-Union- with Mr. Lewes, she says in a letter to
Mrs. Peter Taylor, April 1st,
-861: I** ^ve me pleasure to
have your letter, not onlj because of trie kind expressions of
sympathy it contains, but also beca.se it give, me an O] r or can-
ity of telling yoa, after the lapse of years, t.iat I remember
Gratefully mow you wrot. to me with generous consideration and
belief at a time when most persons who knev anything of me were
disposed, naturally enough, to Judge me rather severely; Only
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a woman of r^re qualities would have written to me as you did
on the strength of one brief intercourse .,nat had passed betweeij
us. It was nevoi a trial oo mo to have been cut, off from what
is called the world, and I onmk I love none of cm fellow c ''fea-
tures the less for it; still, x musi. elWay 1 retain a peculiar
regard foi' onese who snowed me any kindness in word or deed a^
that time, when chert; was une least evidence in my favor . Tne
list of chose -vho did so is a short one, so tnat I can oftun
and easily recall it. For the last six years I have ceased to
be "Miss Evans" for any one who has personal relations with me -
having held myself under all the responsibilities of a married
woman. I wish this to be distinctl/ understood; and when I
tell you that v.'e h^ve a great boy of eighteen at home wag
calls me "Mooher», as well as two other boys, almost us tali,
who write to me under the sane name,* - (referring here to the
children of Mr .Lewes by his lawful »ife| - - /0 u will understand
that the point is not one of mere egoism or pergonal dignity,
when I request that any one who has a regard for me will ee^se
to speak of me by my maiden name*'
(Life. Vol.! J
.
P.:i:'..)
George Eliot's novels throughout abound with the highest and
noblest teacnings concerning marriage, in ail of wnich she novei
once casts a slur upon it, but treats it as one of the moss
sacred of all human relations. |Ut with all that may b i s^id
about the rare beauty of her home-life, waieh «at> one where
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love reigned sapreme, with all that may be said about the strong
insistence that she everywhere m~tkes in her works 0/ fiction
ui on the importance and sanctity of true Marriage, yet her o.vn
illegal connubial "Union* with Mr .Lewes in It* real essence was
nothing more than the free-love principle, which say s that in-
dividuals shall be the judges and that neither Ohui'ch nor state
shall have j ur isdict ion. Fieorg! Eliot's noble ethical tC&ehingJ
upon the sanctity of marriage fell far below tne standard of in-t
flaence that they would have attained and hold, bWIHI of t&c
fact of her own illegal connubial "Union" , whi ch was umver salljf
known.
In the prelude to jfiddlemareh the thought is clearly sot
forth, that is enforced, illustrated and amplified throughout
the ] ages of thie work, that human life for the most, part is a
medley of contradictions, of unsatisfied longings, el unat-tainer
and unattainable ideals, and that we are not under the control
of any directing and over-ruling *rowidence but -.hat we arc the
products and victims of our eHjlnnn iHig
T a the 1 i'fci^.ai referred *u "oorge &liot b^y:- *Hbe that
cares much to know tne history of nan, and how the mysterious
mixture beliareg undex the varying experiments of lime, nas not
dwelt, at leaet briefly, on t*C life Of Saint Theresa, nas nut
smiled with come eentleneac at the thought of one little girl
walking forth one morning haaa- in-hand »vi th her still smaller
brother, to ro and seek martyrdom in tac counsr. of tttc Mfcoraf
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Oat they toddled from rapped Avila, wide-eyed and helpless
looking as owo fawns, but with human hea/tb, already beaming to
a national idea; ^ntil domestic reality net ohem in uhe shape
of uncles, and turned them back from their great resolve. That
child-pilgrimage was a fit beginning. Theresa's passionate
,
ideal nature demanded an epic life! what were many-volumed
romances of chivalry and the social conquests of a brilliant
girl to her? Her flame quickly burned up that light fuel; and,
fed from within, soared after some illimitable satisfaction,
some object which would never justify weariness, which would
reconcile self-despair with the rapturous consciousness of life
beyond self. phe t» und her epos in the reform of a religious
order. That Spanish woman who lived three hundred years ago,
was certain!, not the last of her kind. Many Theresas have been
born who found for themselves no er i c life wherein there was a
constant unfolding of far-resonant action, perhaps only a life
of mistakes, the offspring of a certain spiritual grandeur ill-
matched with the meanness of opportunity; perhaps a tragic
f&i-ure which found no sacred poet and sank unwept into oblivion.
With dim lights and tangled ci rcumstances they tried to shape
their thought and deed in noble agreement; but after all, to
common eyes their struggles seemed mere inconsistency and form*
jMtetS^ftr these later born ] -as cere helped by no coherent
social faith and order which could perform the function of knowl-
edge for the ardently willing soul. Th.ir *rdor alternated be-
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tween a vague ideal and the common yearning 1 of Y»omanhood; so
that tne one was disapproved as extravagance, and the Other con
demned as a lapse. Some have felt that these blundering lives
are due to the inconvenient indefini tcness with which tne Suprejjhe
Power has fashioned tiha natural of women: if tnere were one leve .
of feminine incompe oence as strict as tne ability to ooant o:.ree
an d no more, the social lot of women might bo treated with
scien&i.ric certitude. Meanwhile the indefini teness remains, anil
the limits of variation are really much wider ohan any one woul I
imagine from the sameness of women's coiffure and the favorit|p
love-stories in prose and verse. Here and there a cygnet is
reared uneasily among the ducklings in the bro wn pond, and netoe§'
finds tne living stream in fellowship with its own oary- footed
kind. TTor^ and there is bom a Saint Thert^a, foundress of
nothing, whose loving heart-beats and sobs after an unattained
goodness tremble off and are dispersed among hindrances, instil
of cente ring in some long-recognizablu tfe od.*
(Middlemarch. Prelude, P.i.)
In *the Lifted Veil" the rejection of ulL screes of uslp
except the human is most explicit, and this eantral thought is
found in '.he mot oo inat is placed at the heading of tha first
Chap Lei
;
Give me no light, groat Heaven, but aueh ^s turns
To energy of human fellowship; no powers beyond the tlUMI neritflige
That makes completer manhoou."

9j
(Silas Mamor and trie Lifted Veil. P. loo.)
It is the purpose oi the author go show throughout *hit
story that supernatural knowledge is hot a blessing bao a e^se
to man; and that man is neither to ask nor to expect any help
or consolation from any Bouroei othor than human sources.
-
She says: *Ther e is no short cut, no patent cram-road to wis-
dom. After all the centuries of invention, the soal*s path Hoj
through the thorny "Yilderness, which mast be still trodden in
solitude, <rith bleeding feet, with sobs for help, as it was
trodden oy \uern of old time.'*
(Silas Warner end the Lifted Veil, p.i x.)
In her Essay, WorldAineai and ot>her Y'orldl *.ness : the Poet
Young" , amonr ot ner things, George Elio t seeks to e|K>V tnat if
morals are to hare ^ practical, working basis, all selfish and
imaginary aims mist be ruled out; that the motives whi en prompt
moral action should be present, subjective, satisfaction, and
not the thought of a remote, visionary objective reward; and
that in pro onion as we dismiss all ttoagkfcfi of a £UUu>« UU
do we exalt, ennoble and enrich the present life.
In the Essay referred to, George Elio „ hays:- "Hi s (Young ' s)
spiritual man recognizes no motives more familiar tn<=.n Golgou:.
and "tlie skies"; it walks in graven ards , or it soars among the
stars, Kis religion exhausts itself in ejaculations and rebuke^
and knowt- no medium between the ecstatic and the sententious.
If it were not for the prospect or rmnor tali „y
,
he considers, ft

would bo v.ise and agreeable uo bo ird«Cw*':t , or to murder one's
father; and heaven apart, it rould be extremely irrational in a|y
man not to be a knave. Man, ne thinks, is a compound of the
Angel and the brute: the brute is to be humbled by being remind)
ed of its •relation to the stalls*, and frightened into modera-
tion by the contemplation of death beds and skulls; the Angel if
to be developed by vituperating this vrorld and axalting the
next; and by this double process you get the Christian - *tlxe
faighee t a t y le of Man
.
tt
( t s* h "P. ' .
)
In commenting at-on the line from Young's Night Thoughts!
"Far beneath a soul immortal is a mortal joy*, George Eliot
says: *Haxjpily for human nature, '-re are sure no man really be-
lieves that.
Win ch of as has the impiety not tO feel that our souls are
only too narrow for the joy of looking i^to the trusting eyes o
our children, of reposing on the love of a husband OT wife,-
nay, of listening to the divine voice of music, or Fattening the
calm brightness of autumn afternoons?
But young could Litter thig falsity rtthout detecting it,
because when he spoke if *mortal joys", he rarelj had in his
mind any objeet to which he could attach sacrednesei He las
thinking of bishopries and benefices, of Milling monarchs, pa-
tronizing prime ministers, and a "much indebted nttee*^ Of any-
thing between these and eternal bliss, tie was buc rarely and
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moderately conscious."
(Essays
.
p.oi.)
Again* "He sees Virtue sitting on a mount sti't'ne, fu.j aoovt ohe
mists and s terms of earth: he s e
e
a Religion eoming do wn from th<
skies, with this world in her left hand and the other world in
her right: but we never find him dwelling on virtue EFT religion
as it really exista - in the emotions of a man dressed in an
ordinary coat, and seated by nis fireside of an evening, with
his hand resting on the head of his little daughter; in courage*]
ous effort for unselfish ends, in the internal triumph of jus-
tice and pity over personal resentment, in all tne sublime self4
renunciation and awe-t eiarir.iee which are found in the devils
c f ordinary life .
In cQmmentinjr upon the line^ fVr« v fl m* mi <mm xx.ies ixom nmng s Night Thoughts:
"As in the dying parent diea thfl c.uid,
Virtue with immortality expires,
Who tells me he denies hie soul immoral,
-lis iv *t u to x, v himself ..i^. . i ,
To i* c arc th _ h mank Lnd i *rish , _ he : ^ x be , "
- Qeorge JEtliot eayal-
"Wt can imagine the man aao 'deniea; hie soul inmortal" re-
lying, Ji t is qui oe possible uha* j o.t would be a knave, ana
Love yourself alone, if io «ure noi for
,,
on' belief in Iffyf-
iali > buy you are not to force upon me vrhat wo uld r cbu.it from
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your <j iin utter want of erno ticn, I am j^su and nones l,
nu o bcCc*..<.ac I wXj v. u x v. , bsiz Hw (<> . xu., but btca-^L sav-
ing felt >iic pciin or injustice and dishonesty <,o*ards ayaelf, I
have a fellow-feeling with other men, who would Kai'jU uht ^ne
pain if J were unjust, or dishonest towards them* Wliy sublet I
give my neighbor short weight in this world, baaause Lher* ia
not another world in whiah I should have nothing to weigh oat
to fetal I am honest, because I don'c like to infill evil ©n
filers in .his life, not beeauee IV. afraid of evil to myself ir
another. The fac i ik, I do no^ h»i itself alone, fha*ew
logical necessity there may be for that conclusion m /o. mind.
I have a tender love for my rife, and children, ana friends, and
through that love I sympathize with like affeationa in other
nen. It is a p ng to me to witneae the Buffering of a fallaw-
^eing, and I feel his suffering the more acutely because ne is
ort al - because his life is so short, and I would nave it., if
possible
,
filled with happiness and not misery, through my
inion and fellowship with the men and 'women I have seen, I feel
like, though a fainter, sympathy with those I have nc l. scon;
nd I am able so to live in imagination witn the fenerations go
Lome, that their good ia not alien to m<j, ana is a stimulus to
be to labor for ends which may not benefit myself, but will
benefit . them, It is possible th^t you might prefer to live tne
Drute; to sell your country, or to slay your father, if you
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were not afraid of some disagreeable consequences iron the
criminal laws of another world; but even if I coald conceive no
motive bat by my own worldly interest or the gratification of
my animal desires, I nave not observed that beastliness, treach-j
ery , and parricide, are the direct way to happiness and comfort
on earth,"
Thus far the man who "denies himself immortal" might rive
a warrantable reply to Yoanr's aeaawptiOfl of peculiar loftiness
in maintaining that "virtue with immortality expired. M We may
admit
,
indeed, that if the better purt of virtue consists, as
young appears to think, in contenq t for mortal joys, in "medi-
tation of o-tr own ducease", and in "applause" or Gk>d m tin;
style of a congratulatory address go her Majesty - all which
has small relation to me well-being of mankind on thia earth -
the motive to it mist be Fathered from something that lies quit
outside the sphere of human sympathy. But, for certain element
J
of virtue, irhich are of more obvicu^ importance go plain
,
eople
a delicate sense of our neirhbor'q i-ir-hr^ .JV, - ^M '"U1 s <*n active participa-
tion in the joys and sorrows of our fellowmen, a. magnanimous
acce] tance of privation or suffering for oursulv^b when it is
the condition of rescue for others - in a word, the widening ana
strengthening of our sympathetic nature,- it is surely of some
moment to contend, that wo have no more direct dependence on th|
belief in a future state whan tne interchange of gases in the
lungs on th. v.larality of worlds. Nay , It U conceivable that
in some minds the deep pathos lying in t;ie thoa."nt of iumb
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mortality - that we are here for a lit tit; while and then vanish
away, that this earthl/ life is all that is given to our l^ved
ones and to our many suffering fellow-men - lies nearer the
fountains of moral amotion than the conception of extended ex-
istence. And surely it ought to be a welcome fact, if the
thought of mortality as well as of ii.r.ortality, be favorable to
virtue. We can imagine that the proprietors of a patent water-
supply may have a dread of ffOinmon s rings; but for those wnu
only share the general need luere cannot be too great a securit
against a lack of fresh eater - or of pare morality. It should
be matter of unmixed rejoicing if thif latter necessary of
healthful life has it:: evolution insured In the interaction of
human souls as certainly as the evolut on of eeiene* or ej" art,
with which, indeed, it is but a tvrin ray, melting into them witj
.
undefinable limits."
(Essays. Pp.d>>, 3*3
.
)
The Poem beginning, "0 may I join the Choir invisible" co •
tains as its central idea the thought that the immcrtali ty whicl
abides as a memory, which continues as an influence, is the onlj
kind of immortality that we know for a positive certainty; and
that this in itself should be sufficient to inspire the noblest
c Qnduc t . she s M$ s
:
"0 may I join the choir invisible
Of those immortal dead who live again
In minds made better by their presence: live
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In ibises stirred t,o generosi ty
•
In deeds or daring rectitude, in t>oom
For miserable aims that end with sell'
,
In thoughts sublime that pierce tne nignt like stars,
And with their mild persistence urge man's search
To vaster issues.
So to live is heaven:
T<j make and; mc music in the world,
Breathing as beauteous order thai controls
With growing sway the growing lire or man.
*****••****#.«### ***####*
This is life to come,
Which martyred men have made more glorious
For us who strive to follow. May I reach
That purest heRven, be to other so.us
The cup of etrengih in tome great a^ony
,
Enkindle generous ardor, feed pure love,
Eeget the smiles uju^ nave ite cruelty -
Ee tne sweet presence of a good diffused,
And in diffusion ever more intense.
So shall I join the choir invisible
Whose music is the gladness oi' the v.xrld,
"
tFoenoSi P#362#]
In tie conversation of gvoi'gi Eiu>o sitii JVeaeric W. tf.
«rere &* reportid by him in an article in tne Cenouxv Magazine
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for November 1881 on George Eliot, Mr.Myurt; pays!- "I r«n*niber
now, at Cambridge, I walked with her once in one Fallows' Garde],
of Trinity, On an evening of rainy May; and she, stirred so. ^-
what beyond her wont, and taking cis her text the three words
which have been used so often as the inspiring trumpet-calls of
men,- the words God , Immor tali ty , Da ty , - pi or.ounc^i , . rr-
rible earnestness, how inconceivable was the f 1 ra
»
t how unbe-
lievable the second , and yet now peremj ;ory ana absolute one
third# Never, perhaps, have i»»,ci n<-r aceants affined the sov-
ereignty of impersonal and unrecompensing La». I listened, and]
night fell j her grave, majestic countenance burned kovard toe
like a sibyl's in the gloom; it was as though she witndrew fronj
my grasp, one bj one, the two scrolls of promise, and left me
the third scroll only, awful with inevitable fates,
And when we stood at length ana parted, amid that colarnnar
circuit of the forest- trees
, beneath t ie last twilight of the
Itmrfess sTties", I seamed to be gazing, Itli fitUs at Jerusalem,
on vacant seats and empty halls,- on a sanctuary with no Presence
to hallow it, and heaven left lonely of a God."
(G ; ry Magazine .Vol ,1 , P.62.)
Having considered thus., far the Influences of the study of
Feuerbach and com to upon George Biiot and hav"; nr traced out
their distinctive principle* as they reappear in her Works, *«
shall seek now
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i
t. - lead
_
i ti at i ens , the i r beari igs and. .h . - j & . . n< . ,
The doctrine uf retribution is given the form or a distinct
statement, in "Ada.-:! Bode", urid 1 „ is developed full/ i- i..r? vor:
i ag o^l. or t 11 plo , Mr #|rwine t the R< ctor, gives utterance t<
the thought of the author in these words:
•Thei«i is no sort of wrojig deed oX' which & man can bear- -tj
punishment alwiiei you cannot isolate yourself, and say that th 1
evil which is in you shall not spread. Men's lives are as thor -
oughly blended yri tn oach other as the air they breathe; evil
spreads as necessarily as disease^ I know, I reel the terrible
extent of suffering this sin of Arthurs has caused to otners;
but so does ovary sin ca iSu suffix ing „o ..nua oosiaws .nuts*
iiflO Qutfil'.U it*
( Aaai .i F a . f , • > . )
L is olearlji prevan .uai S£X£ishnsas una v.'-'o. tg-doing in-
duce misery; uiid ihe clos^- relationship that exists between
moral cause and effect is shown tnr,ugn:ut tne pages of tms
wonderful bowk. Not only Arthur Donni thorns ana He^u.. Soxv^j.
suffer the terrible consequences of tn^ir o (.n lolly and vanity
but many others are made to suffer wioh inem. *To book that
George Eliot uas written nor* clearly and more strorgly shows
Um truth of ;hj Ar - stle pu..x*s st&tatnantj Hftiataoavar a man
SOWSth that sh.ll he also c^j^t (Galauians VI.
-j .
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ianunaiation is one chief etmcal teaching chai if pat for.n in
•The MUl on the Floss" and "Ru^la" . Maggie T.lliv.r, liM
she had become dis«ati*£it4 her own Utl, and tnoro-rnly
discontented with her prosaic surroundings , came across"T:ie Im-
itation ol Christ," d> Thumas A and one reading of tms
book turned one carrenn of ner life moo an entirely different
channel of thought and action.
George Eliot sa.s: "I'ere, then, was I secret of life MM
would enable her oo renounce ail otner secrets; here •cas a Sw.b-
lime heigh.- to be reached without the help of outward tnmgs;
nere was inwight, and sorengtn, ana conquest, uu be ..on by means
entirely within her own so.d , VJtere a fupreme Ttaeiier was wait-
ing to be hear&< It flasned -ai'oagn her like one b^ddenij- Bp*
prehended solution of a problem, tnat all tne miseries of ner
young life had come from fixing her heart, on her own pleasure,
as if that were trie central necessity of tne universe; ana for
the first time sne saw tne possibility of shifting the position
from which she looked at the gratification of ner own desires,
-
of taking her stand out of herself, and looking at her own life
as an insignificant part of a divinely glided w.iole. ^he read
on and on in the old book, devouring eagerly tne dialog l*tj with
the invisible Teacher, the pattern of scrrow, tne source of all
strengtn; returning to it after she had been called away, and
reading till tne sun went down behind tne willows
With all tne hurry of an Imagination that could never rest
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in til* present, she sai, in the deepening twilight, forming plans
of self-humiliation and entire de/o t edness ; and the ardoar of
first discovery, renunciation scorned oo her the entrance ln%Q
that satisfaction Which she had so Ion;: beun craving in
She had not perceived - how cuald she until she nad lived longer?
the inmost truth of tne old monk's Oatpoanngs, that I'enancia-
tion remains sorrow, though a sorrow borne willingly, Maggie
was still panting for happiness, and was in ecstasy because shej
had found tne key to it. Bhl knew nothing of doctrines and sys-t
terns, of mysticism or quiutism; but this voice o -.t of trlfc far-
off middle age s was tne direct comnunicut ion of a human soul *a
_ —
' V - ' 1
belief and exj>erience, and came to ''aggie as an unquestioned
message. I suppose that is the reason why o.ie saall oid-fash-
•
:
-.
, I
. . ,
... ,
.
, , , .
_ . — . . I
ioned book, for which you ne:;d pay only sixpence at a book- stall
,
works miracles to this day, turning bitter waters int.o sweetness;
while expensive sermons and treatises newly issued, leave .11
things as tney were before Tt was written down by a hand that
waited for tne heart's prompting; it is the cnromcle of a sol-
itary, hidden anguish, struggle, trust and triumph, not gittap
on velvet cushions to teach endurance t,o tnose wno are treaaing
with bleeding feet on bhf stones
And so it remains to till time a lasting record of numan
needs and human consu xat ions ; the voice of a brother who, ages
ago, felt and suffered and renounced,- in the cloister, perhaps,
with serge gown and tonsured head, wi th much chanting and long
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fasts, and with a fashion of speech different fr m oura#- bat
under the sa;:,e silent far-off tieavcns, and with fcho tame ]< ass ion-
ate desires, th« same strivings, the same failures, the sane
weariness
'
,pae Kill on the vloss. v.Zuo.)
Aft ox* the seex'o u of life h«.d bean in m&aa U - 0] i til
for Maggie Tulliver, it was only through bi t ter ex\ e ri -nces
that she came to >now the true meaning of life.
She became pledged in love to Phill] Wakom, the son of t. Ac
bitter enemy of her family
,
and then was attracted to Stephen
Guest, the lover of her cousin Lacy Deane.
These points only suggest the oatline of that long contest
which was fought out in her life between individual preferences
and duty; between attraction and moral obligations. fflQrt this
struggle was a hard one is seen when Stephen Guest avows his
leve and "aggie rep lies:
-
•Oh, it is difficult,- life is werj difficult! It 5 ci,:s
right to me sometimes that we should follow oar strongest fil-
ing; bat, tuon, such feelings continually come across the ti
that all oar former life has made for us,- the ties that hav
nude others dependent on us,- and would out them in two If
life were quite easy and simple, as it nii ght have been in Par-
adise, and we cculd always see that one being first towards who.,
I mean, if life did not make duties for us before love comes,
love would be a sign that two people ought to belong to each
es
e
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other. But I sec - I foul it nor, to uov; there are <,hi rigs we
rnasi renounce in life; some of as rrusi. resign love. Many things
are difficult and dark to me; but | suu one thing auite cleail,.
that i must not, cannot, seek my ovm happiness by sac ri fi c mg
others. /Love is natural; but surely pity and faithfulnaae —r 'U
memory are natural too. And they ffoulct live m me still, and
bunish me if j did not obey -hum. I should oe haunted by the
suffering I had caused,'
(The Mill on the Floss. P. 417.)
lAgain she says:- "That seems right - at first; but when I
look further, i am sure it is not right.
Faithfulness and constancy mean something else besides
doing what is easiest and. pleasantest tc ourselves. Tney meai
renouncing whatever is opposed tc the reliance others nave in
lus,- whatever would cause misery to those whom the course of
bur lives has made dependent on us. If we - if I had been
better, nobler, those claims would have been so strongly presen
rith me,- I should have felt them pressing on my heart so con-
tinually, just as ti&ey do now in the moments when my conscience
IB awake,- chat the opposite feeling never would have grown in
he, as n nus acne; it would hawe baan frinthaaV'-at ones, I shoall,
have prayed for help so earnestly, j sh uld have rushed away as
|re rush from hideous danger,!
(The Mill Qn ... fl m . p. .)
again she saysl 'there are memories, and affections, and lung-
ings after perfect goodness, that have such a strong hold on
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me; they would never me for long; tnej' mould come back and
be pain to me - repentance^ j couldn't live in peace if I put
the shadow of a wilful sin between myself and God. I have
caused sorrow already - I know- - I feel it,; but I have never
deliberately consented to it; I have never said: They shall
suffe ' , tha t j ' . "
(The Mill on the Floss. P. 443.)
Again she says: ""'e can't choose happiness either for ourselve|
or for another; ire can't tell w.ier-; 1 i it wi-33 lie. We can only
clnoose whether we will indulge ourselves it the present moment,
or whether we will renounce that, for the sav e of obeying the
ftivine voice within us,- for the sake of being true to all the
motives that sanctify our lives,
I know this belief is hard; it has slipped away from me
again and igain; but j have felt that if i lot It - o forever,
I should have no lirht through the dprV^ess of this life "
(The Mill on the Floss, f,444.)
Aft or Komola is made fully aware of the perfidy of her
husband Tito Melema, with a breaking heart she is escaping from
her home in disguise and ahe to la S^vo.i^uia. I j the converse
ti on tiiat look place between them, and through, ut the progress
of the siory this same ethical Leacmng of renuiciation is deal
JLy fz X] j re s s ea
Romola pleads with Savonarola that she would not nave left
Florence as long as she could fulfil a duty to her father But
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Savonarola earnestly reminds her that tnere are other responsi-i
bilities, duties and burdens
1
•If your own people are wearing a yoke, will you 6lip fromH
under it, instead of struggling ;<ii'ri thorn to lighten ii? There
is hunger and misery in our streets, fOt /Ou Bay* I care not; I
have my own sorrows; I will go away, if peradventure I can ease
them. The servants of God are straggling after a law of jasiic^
peace, and charity, that tne hundred thousand citizens among
whom you were born may be governed righteously; but you think
no mere of mis than if you bu'i; a bird, tnat may spread its
wings and fly whither it will In search of food to its liking. I
And yet yoa have scorned trie teaching of the ^hurch, HBQf
daughter, As if yoa, a wilful wanderer, following your own
blind ciioice, were not below the humblest Florentine woman, who
stretches forth her hands with her own people, ana craves a
blessing for them; and feels a close sisterhood with the neigh-
bor, who kneels beside rier and is not of her own blood; and
tiiinks of the mighty pax-pose tnat ~od has for Florence; and
waits; and endures beeau** trie promised work is great, and she
feels herself little "
fRomola P 8A8 J
Rome la declares that she does hot intend to go away to a
life of ease and self- indulgence , but rather to one of hardship;
hat Savonarola does not accept that pleaT-
"You are seeking year own will, my daughter You are seer II
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irig some good other than the law yoa are bound to obey ^ut
how will yoa find good 9 It is not a thing of choice* it is a
river th t flows from the foot of tne T nvisible rphrone, and
flows by the path of obedience T say, again, man cannot, choose
his duties "ou may choose to forsake your duties, and chouse
not to have tne sorrow they bring ut you will go forth] and
what will you find, my daughter 9 "orrow without duty - bit;, r
herbs, and no bread with them M
(Rome la P 4&9 I
cavonai'ola bids Rumoia draw foi tne crucifix that sno is
carrying concealed ben ea th her mantle and look at it. And then
by that representation of the Christ who was the perfect model
of self-sacrifice, he urges her to remain true to her duties
and obligations: Conform your life to that image, my daughter;
make your sorrow an offering: and when the fire of Divine Char-
ity burn: within you, and you .ehold the need of your fellcw-me?
by the light of that flame, you will not call 7cur offering
great. twi have curried yourself proudly, as one wnc held her-J
self not c'f common blood or of common thoughts; but you have
been as one unborn to the true life of man. lhatj you say your
love for /our tether tells you 210 longer to stay in Florence?
Then, since that tie is snapped, you are iithout a law, without
religion: you are no better than a beast of the field, When she
is robbed of her young. If the yearning of a fleshly lotoe is
gone, you are without love, without obligation. See, then, my
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daughter, no./ you tr e below tlie lii'e of che believer, who wor-
ships that image of : ne Supreme offering, and ft^ls the glow of
a common life with the lcs: multitude for whom t.iat ^fiei'ing
was made, and bono ids tne nistcry of the world as the ni story
of a great redemption in whicn lie is uimself a fellow- worker
,
in his cum place and among his own people! if you :cla t.nat
"ftith, my beloved daughter, yoa woald not be a wanderer flying
from suffuii^g, and Mindly seeing tne good of a freedom Trnich
is lawlessness, Yoa woald feel that Florence was tne home of
your sool ^s well as your birthplace, because yoa woala. m tne
work that was given yoa to do # there.
If yoa forsake yoar place, who till fill it? Yoa oaght to
be in your place now, helping in the great work by wnieh God
will purify Florence, and raise it to lie one guide of tne na-
tions, What,! the earth is fail of iniuxi ly - fall of groans -
the light is si-iil strugrling with a mighty darkness, and yoa
say, I cannot bear the bonds; I win burst tnem asunder; I will
go where no man claims i set
My daughter, every bond of yo or life is a debc; the right
lies in the payment of that debt; it can lie nownere eise , In
vain will you winder ovei* the eartns you will be fbrever wander-
ing awuy from tne right.*
(Romol^, P.O..J.)
Ronola pleads that her brotner Dino forsook nis home to be-
come a monk, and that possibly Savonarola may be wrong in nis
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efforts to have her return r.o her home. Savonarola appeals, uo
hftjc conscience and assures her that sjift das assumed relations
and duties from which she cannot break a»vay upon an y plea what -
soever: •You are a wife. Yea sack to
will and angei , no* necaass one j- r
renounce cnem t The higher life hegins for as, nv aaugn^e ,
we renounce oar own will to bow before a Divi-e lav/, that set:
hard to . I >
edness. And the symbol of it. hangs before you. That wisdom is
~jfch-e reli »• i«>n of o.ie G^'oss. A^d > o-t. stand uioof f a oni ifct you 3
a pagan; you uuve been taugnt- to say , I am «.» the wise men, wr
lived before the ti;ne when the Jen of Nazareth was crucified.
And that is your wisdom. To be as ihe dead whose eyes are clo s
ed, and whose ear is deaf to the work of Qod that has been sine*
their time. What has your dead wisdom done for you, my daug'st elf?
It has left you without a heart for the neighbors among whom y<
dwell, without care lb r the great -fork by which Florence is to
be regenerated and the world made aol y ; it hftfl left you without
a share in the Divine life, wnich quenches the sense of suffer-
ing self in the ardors of an ever-growing love. And low, w..<-
thc sword has pierced your soul , you .--.ay , I >"i 1 J o I cu 1-
npt bear my sorrow. And you think nothing of the sorrow and t r 9
wrong that are within the trails of the city wnere you d.»ell: yo|a
wo Aid leave your place emp ty , when it. ought to be filled with
your pity and your labor. H there i.- wickedness in the streetlL,

your steps should shine with the light of purity; il there is a
cry of anguish you my daughtaPg because you know the meaning
of the cry, should be th are to still it. My beloved daughter,
sorrow has come to teach yoi a new worship: the sifin of it
nangs before you.*
(Iv .p. 0.)
It .ras nob the Christian doctrine of renunciation that was
neld by G^°rge Eliot,
The Christian doctrine of renunciation teaches men tc set
their affections on things above, to seek only for mat divine
life which is spiritual Anion with the Eternal, to renounce the
world for the sake of a perfect union with God.
Ihe doctrine of renunciation, that feorge Eliot taught, wasj
that men should renounce selfishness for the sake of humanity,
that men are io live not for self but for humanity not for
^ c a
'
'
-
' > sake , that fa . in <
in God snould be the ruling motive in life, taught tnat in-
dividuals are notiiing except as they Identify 'her -el -*vi
*
»
dB «ney give tnemseives lb r ti„
good of the world.
~ghe~taugiit tnat man must not only renounce
pany onings for tne sake of humanity, but thuu ne must also re-
______ j
he dominion of invariable laws. Sne taught tnat man can at-
ain true unity with the race only through renunciation, and re-
nunciation always means suffei ing,
Self-eacrifice means hardship, struggle and sorrow; but fchs
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true end of life can only be attained .Aien self *i renounaed iJ-'jj
that higher good whi-ota $om«fl tnrougtt devotion go numanity, I
remains for us norr oO s imraarize some of the leading negations im
the gre-edof George Eliot and to indicate briefly their ini'iiencjs
upon her woi'ks She did not believe ir the God of Chrifttiaii ty
|
She did not believe in an over- riling and superintending Divine
providence. She did not believe in any Power above the order o
Nature; and her conception if G-d, so far as it can be ascertain-
ed, was tnat of a blind, unyielding impersonal Force,
Sue did not bej.-jv~ in the Divinity cf Jesses Chilli , and
hence she uia nc > believe tnat the remedial work of Ohrist is
equal u ine -a.sk of the world • redemption She aid not bo-
li yre in cue Divine inspiration of the Bible
She regarded the Bible as a great mas -ex-pi ece in liLera-
ture, and she read and studied i o as such.
She regarded cue Bible as containing the nighest and noblefct
concrete desires and longings of humanity, that had been ideal-|
ized through th centuries in go tne semblance of realicy, for
m
nich there ".as. rational foundation* She did not believe tnat
A
the piblc cast any light whatever upon tne great problems of
ereatio i
a
the origin and cue Originatoi* of life, and immortali tjflf
She did not believe in a personal immortality . She believed
only in the i-ianortal i ty of influences, that man live s* again in
minds made better by what ne nas done an d been: inac an influen||c
goes out from every good and helpful life, tnat makes the lived
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of those who come after richer and grander.
It was inevitable irith a nature sc true to her convictions
and so sincere as Seorge Eliot's, that the gloom ana horeless-
ness of her creed should cast their dark shaao.vs OTer her life
and *o rk s •
In a letter to Mr. Bra/, September 18al, fine quotes from
another the sentence: "Life is a bad blames a, but »e nt**H make
che beet of it*, aaar.ifj to this the personal commanil "^o <m±cn
philosophy I say Amen."
(L Lf< . V M.I.
In a letter «,o Mrs.Brav, March IS, 1365, sue sayal
"Life, vi-^u a o'uud «o m-n ^n he .'uoie , is a doubtful
good to many, and to some not a good ait ail. To rij niouja'it i ^
-s a source of ecnaoano mental distortion to make one denial of
this a part of religion - to go on pretending fchinga are better
th an they ar e ,"
(Life. Vol.11. p#2 .)
In a letter to Mrs, Peter faylor, March 3,1864, she says:
"I have had a great personal loss lately in the death of a
BWeet .toman, to ffhom I have sometimes gone, and hoped to go a-
gain, for a little moral strength. Snu had long been confined
to her room by consumpt ion
, which has now taken her qaite Oat
of reach except to memory, ,hich makes *U dear naman bein*s
un.dy i ng to us as long as re ourselves live."
(Life. Vol.11. pa273,J

lib
In her own personal bereavements ire find in her journal and
Let r.ers not, only an utter absence of allusion to religious hope
but expressions of tne darkest despair. In November 1878, When
George Henr/ Lewes died, she shut herself ap for a time in the
dee] est seclusion.
On January 1st, 1879, she wrote in nor journal I BHere I an,
sorrow sit." (&ife, Vol.1 II. P«249 # )
In a letter to J.W. Cross, January 30, 1879, she oaid: "What
used zo be joy is joy no longer, and what is pain is easier be-
cause he xhas not to bear it."
(Life, vol.111. p #2 ,0. )
In a letter to Mrs
.
Burne- Jones
,
February 4, 1879, she says:
"The world's winter 1b going, I hope, but my everlasting winter
ft
has set in. (Life. "oi.ITT. *>251,)
Eighteen months after the deatn of :.:r.Lewes she wrote to his
son from prance: "I had but one regret in seeing the sublime
beauty of the Grande chartreuse* It was that the Pater nad not
eeen it. I would still give up my own life willingly if he
co Ud have the happiness instead of me"
f&ife. *ol ttt v 285 )
each was the gloom of her own night of sorrow, uncheered and
unillumined by one sthgS raf of ~hristian
-ornfon, or hope -
Tn reply to Bhe direst question asked Hr Cro Sfa
,
her seaond hus-
band and biographer, sometime before their marriage, as to what
he the ight of her books, his answer was one which we strongly
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